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To date, normative psycholinguistics research has mainly focused on establishing norms for 
producing databases for concrete words using standardized pictures, while abstract words 
have been subject to much less attention. Understandably, the fact that the first can be 
represented visually helps in formulating picture-naming tasks to elicit verbal identification 
for pictures representing nouns and verbs, which greatly contributes to language experiments 
in both theoretical and clinical studies. The present study argues for the equal importance of 
studies that aim to develop databases for abstract words, as language use is not restricted to 
picturable/concrete concepts. We provide norms for a set of 165 abstract nouns, 56 abstract 
verbs and 109 abstract adjectives, collected from healthy speakers of Arabic. Using rating 
tasks, norms for imageability, age of acquisition, and familiarity are established. Linguistic 
factors such as syllable length and phoneme length are also accounted for. We also include 
orthographic frequency values (extracted from AraLex; Boudelaa and Marslen-Wilson, 
2010). The norms for the processing of abstract words collected in the current study present a 
valuable resource for researchers and clinicians working with speakers of Arabic. To the best 
of our knowledge, this is the first dataset of abstract words for the Arabic language.  
Keywords: Arabic; norms; imageability; familiarity; age of acquisition; abstract; 
nouns; verbs; adjectives;  
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Research in experimental and clinical linguistics makes use of normative databases 
when selecting stimuli for experiments or developing assessment tools for patients with 
speech and language disorders/impairment. The development of normative databases for 
different languages, varieties and regions is of essence due to the existing variation across 
varieties and languages in linguistic features as well as cultural norms. As per Bonin, 
Peereman, Malardier, Méot, & Chalard (2003), it is challenging to conduct experimental and 
clinical research on a language lacking such assessment tools, as this forces researchers to 
create idiosyncratic datasets, resulting in the inability to account for psycholinguistic 
variables, hence leading to erroneous conclusions. The use of idiosyncratic datasets hinders 
controlling for key factors to processing, such as age of acquisition, word familiarity and 
imageability. Furthermore, studies using stimuli with no information on these factors does not 
allow comparison between results from different studies (Khwaileh, Body and Herbert, 2014; 
Khwaileh, Mustafawi, Herbert and Howard, 2018). 
6QRGJUDVVDQG9DQGHUZDUW¶VVHWRIAmerican English concepts/words and 
their pictorial representations was the first standardized normative database for English. 
Added to this dataset were 400 words/concepts (Cycowicz, Friedman, Rothstein, & 
Snodgrass, 1997). Many studies have used these two datasets, albeit with extension and 
adaptation to different languages and cultures (e.g. Boukadi, Zouaidi, & Wilson, 2016; Bonin 
et al. 2003; Bonin, Méot, Chalard, & Fayol, 2002). These studies also established norms for 
factors influencing the lexical retrieval process at various levels (e.g. Kosslyn and Chabris 
1990; Barry et al. 1997; Bonin et al. 2003). The factors for which norms are established have 
been found to be determinants and predictors of lexical retrieval processing, and as a result, 
researchers have to control for them during stimuli selection. These factors include, but are 
not limited to, visual complexity of pictorial representations, name agreement, image 
agreement in relation to the concept or word in question, imageability of the word or concept, 
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age of acquisition of the word (AOA), and frequency and familiarity with the word in its 
spoken or written form. Controlling for such factors during the selection of stimuli for 
experimental paradigms is crucial.  
Normative databases for many languages, such as Arabic (Tunisian Arabic: Boukadi, 
Zouaidi, & Wilson, 2016; Levantine Arabic: Khwaileh, Body & Herbert, 2014; Gulf Arabic: 
Khwaileh, Mustafawi, Herbert & Howard, 2018), Dutch (Shao, Roelofs, & Meyer, 2013), 
Portuguese (Cameirao & Vicente, 2010), Spanish (Alonso, Fernandez, & Díez, 2015), 
Russian (Akinina, Malyutina, Ivanova, Iskra, Mannova, Dragoy, 2014), French (Bonin et al.,  
2003; Bonin et al., 2003), Italian (Barca, Burani, & Arduino, 2002), and Turkish (Raman, 
Raman, & Mertan, 2014) do exist. However, these datasets share three specific features.  
First, most of the published normative datasets for different languages, including but 
not limited to the following, are based on nouns: English (Cycowicz, Friedman, Rothstein, & 
Snodgrass, 1997), Dutch (Shao, Roelofs, & Meyer, 2014), French (Bonin et al., 2003), and 
Italian (Barca, Burani, & Arduino, 2002). Noun-based normative databases are formulated 
for object naming tasks to elicit verbal identification for pictures representing nouns. There 
are fewer verb-based normative databases as compared to noun-based (e.g. Russian: Akinina, 
Malyutina, Ivanova, Iskra, Mannova, & Dragoy, 2014; French: Schwitter, Boyer, Moet, 
Bonin, & Laganaro, 2004). Verb-based databases are developed for the purpose of assessing 
action-naming (Khwaileh et al., 2018). As for adjectives, to the best of our knowledge, not 
many adjective-based normative databases exist. Quadflieg, Michel, Bukowski & Samson 
(2014) created a French adjective-based normative database for human and non-human 
attributes. This was done through a rating task of concreteness, temporal stability and 
visibility. The task was performed by 20 participants for 875 adjectives, to produce a 
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reference for researchers when considering the lexical/grammatical properties of human and 
non-human stimuli for research. 
Second, most previously published normative databases are based on English and 
Indo-European languages that are either lexically, typologically or structurally related e.g. 
Dutch (Shao, Roelofs, & Meyer, 2014), Portuguese (Cãmeirao & Vicente, 2010), Spanish 
(Alonso, Fernandez, & Díez, 2015), Russian (Akinina, Malyutina, Ivanova, Iskra, Mannova, 
Dragoy, 2014), French (Bonin, Peereman, Malardier, Mèot, & Chalard, 2003; Bonin, Mèot, 
Chalard, & Fayol, 2002), Italian (Barca, Burani, & Arduino, 2002), or on other languages 
such as Turkish (Raman, Raman, & Mertan, 2014).There are three published normative 
datasets for Arabic: the Levantine-Arabic database (Khwaileh et al.,, 2014), the Gulf Arabic 
nouns and verbs (Khwaileh et al., 2018) and the Tunisian-Arabic database (Boukadi, Zouaidi, 
& Wilson, 2016).   
Third, published normative databases have focused on concrete words, whereas fewer 
studies have focused on abstract words (English: Gilhooly & Logie, 1980; Bird, Franklin & 
Howard, 2001; Italian: Rosa et al., 2010) or collected ratings for AOA, imageability, and 
familiarity. Databases have tended to focus on concrete words given that their main aims 
have been to standardize pictures for the use of experimental picture naming paradigms. This 
motivation is understandable. According to Glaser (1992) and Khwaileh et al.  (2014), the 
picture naming task is the best experimental paradigm to yield spoken word production, as 
naming a picture is the first step towards using language. Nevertheless, language use is not 
restricted to pictureable/concrete concepts. Likewise, research experiments and language 
impairment test batteries are not restricted to the use of pictureable stimuli and/or concrete 
words. Experiments involving Arabic reading, writing and repetition have made use of 
abstract words (e.g. Prunet, Béland, & Idrissi, 2000; Idrissi & Kehayia, 2004; Idrissi et al., 
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2008). This warrants the development of experimental tasks, assessments and therapeutic 
interventions targeted at abstract words, as opposed to concrete words. Abstract concepts 
have been reported to be predominantly acquired through language input and are represented 
by a verbal form, unlike concrete words/concepts which mainly rely on direct visual and 
sensory experience of objects in the real world (Paivio, 1991; 2013; 2014). Words (including 
nouns, verbs, and adjectives) can be classified as concrete or abstract depending on the level 
of operativity (number of senses involved in perception) and tangibility of the concept in 
question. Concrete words are often words referring to physical entities that can be seen, 
touched (e.g. chair and tree), and in some cases heard (e.g. car and violin) and smelt (e.g. 
apple and steak). These words are often highly imageable i.e. it is easy to build a mental 
image for the word/concept. However, abstract words are not often connected with senses 
and have very low or no imageability (e.g. truth, honor, and kindness). Thus, the difference 
between concrete words and abstract words is that the former exist as stable referents in the 
world, whereas the latter do not refer to objects in the world, and are thus realized as abstract 
concepts. The aim of the current study is to establish a database for abstract nouns, verbs and 
adjectives through collecting normative imageability, age of acquisition, and familiarity 
ratings for the Arabic language, a language that has been underrepresented in the field. In the 
following sections, an overview of abstract versus concrete words is presented, and then the 
factors influencing word processing are introduced. In addition, the Arabic language and 
dialects relevant to this dataset are introduced.  
Concrete vs Abstract word differences 
There has been extensive research into the difference between concrete words and 
abstract words regarding semantic processing and representation (Barber et al, 2013; 
Vigliocco et al, 2011; 2013; Rosa et al, 2010; Kousta et al, 2011; Binder et al, 2005; Hale, 
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1988; Schwanenflugel et al, 1989). The question of how these two concepts are represented 
and acquired in the brain remains unanswered. To account for this, two main theories have 
been introduced: (1) the dual coding theory, and (2) the context availability theory. The dual 
coding theory was put forth by Paivio, Yuille, & Madigan (1968). This theory posits that 
there is a dual system accountable for the semantic representation of concepts. One of the 
systems is based upon perceptual experience, and the other is based upon verbal information 
from language. The difference between concrete and abstract concepts according to the dual 
coding theory is that concrete concepts utilize both verbal and perceptual aspects, whereas 
abstract concepts utilize only verbal information input from language.  However, the context 
availability theory (Schwanenflugel, Harnishfeger, & Stowe, 1988) proposes that there exists 
a single coding system responsible for both concrete and abstract concepts, and the 
information available for these concepts is dependent upon the quantity of contextual 
information available. More recent studies argue that the dual coding theory and the context 
availability theory alone do not explain the differences between concrete and abstract word 
processing (Barber et al, 2013; Rosa et al, 2010; Kousta et al, 2011); therefore, additional 
theories must be proposed. These studies have also found that through controlling specific 
variables, an opposite effect is found, where abstract words are actually processed faster than 
concrete words, a phenomenon that is called the abstractness effect. 
 
The contrast between the representation of concrete and abstract words can be 
explained by their modes of acquisition. Concrete words are acquired through direct visual 
and sensory experience of objects in the real world, whereas abstract words are acquired 
through language input, and not direct experience. According to Paivio (2007), abstract 
concepts are predominantly represented by a verbal form. Schwanenflugel, Akin, & Luh 
(1992) found that the processing of abstract words is dependent on context availability, 
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suggesting that abstract words will be easier or more difficult to process depending on the 
amount of contextual information available. Therefore, it follows that concrete words are 
easier and quicker to process as they tend to evoke stronger mental imagery as demonstrated 
in results from electrophysiological studies. According to Barber et al. (2013), abstract words 
show a higher variability in this aspect. Furthermore, concrete words have an earlier age of 
acquisition than abstract words, meaning that they are learned at an earlier age and have 
formed more consolidated, rich semantic networks in the brain, leading to faster and easier 
processing. In a collection of age of acquisition norms, Stadthagen-Gonzalez and Davis 
(2006) found that 10% of the vocabulary of a 3-year-old is abstract, followed by 25% in 5-
year-olds, and 60% in 11-year-olds. These statistics demonstrate the later age of acquisition 
of abstract words. Moreover, there is a link between imageability, age of acquisition, and 
familiarity. This link is demonstrated in the study by Stadthagen-Gonzalez and Davis (2006), 
where they found that highly imageable words are learned earlier and are therefore more 
familiar.  
Factors influencing word processing 
Overall, processing of abstract words can be affected by psycholinguistic factors such 
as word frequency, age of acquisition, imageability and familiarity. Since abstract words are 
difficult to depict, visual factors, variables relating to picture naming tasks such as name 
agreement, image agreement, and visual complexity were not applied to this study, given that 
non-picturable abstract words were evaluated. 
According to Khwaileh et al. (2014; 2018), µword frequency¶ is defined as ³how 
frequent a word is used (spoken or written form) in a given language´. The assumption is that 
the higher the frequency of a given word, the faster the processing and the more accurate the 
response in picture naming (Martein,1995; Morrison, 1992; Nickels, 1997). Furthermore, 
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frequency and age of acquisition have been found to be highly related (Meschyan & 
Hernandez, 2002). The authors maintained that words acquired at an early age are  higher in 
frequency, suggesting stronger lexical representations (Meschyan & Hernandez, 2002). 
According to Khwaileh et al. (2018), word frequency can be measured through extracting 
frequency values from corpora, such as in Khwaileh et al. (2018), or through rating tasks as 
done by Boukadi, Zouaidi & Wilson (2016), where participants rated the frequency of 348 
words using a seven-point scale, ³´LQGLFDWing the word is QHYHUHQFRXQWHUHGDQG³´
indicating that it is encountered several times a day.  
Khwaileh et al. (2018) define WKHµage of acquisition¶ as the age at which a given word 
is learned. They further state that words learned at an earlier age are processed faster and 
more accurately than later acquired ones (e.g. Akinina, Malyutina, Ivanova, Iskra, Mannova, 
Dragoy, 2014). This psycholinguistic variable is investigated to determine how it affects 
word processing as it is an important aspect to consider when compiling a normative database 
for assessment purposes. Age of acquisition can be established through a rating task, using a 
seven-point scale (i.e. 1= 0-2 years to 7= 13+ years). Age of acquisition has been reported to 
affect word processing (e.g. Akinina, Malyutina, Ivanova, Iskra, Mannova, Dragoy, 2014; 
Bonin, Mèot, Chalard, & Fayol, 2002; Bonin, Peereman, Malardier, Mèot, & Chalard, 2003; 
Cameirao & Vicente 2010). Khwaileh et al. (2014; 2018) reported that this variable is a 
significant predictor of successful lexical retrieval in Levantine Arabic and Gulf Arabic.  
µImageability¶ refers to the ease/difficulty of forming a mental image that corresponds 
to a word (e.g. Akinina, Malyutina, Ivanova, Iskra, Mannova, & Dragoy, 2014; Khwaileh, et 
al., 2014). This variable has proven to carry significant weight in word processing (Akinina et 
al, 2014; Khwaileh, et al., 2014; Nickels, & Howard, 1995). This can be attributed to the 
assumption that words higher in imageability may have stronger visual/verbal representations 
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(e.g. Stadthagen-Gonzalez, & Davis, 2006, among others). Imageability can be measured by a 
1-7 rating scale ³´LQGLFDWing low imageability and ³7´LQGLFDWing high imageability).  
µFamiliarity¶ refers to how familiar a word is, within the sphere of DVSHDNHU¶V
experience (Boukadi, Zouaidi & Wilson, 2016). It is reported that words with high familiarity 
are processed faster than their counterparts (Boukadi et al., 2016; Akinina et al., 2014; Barca, 
Burani, & Arduino, 2002). This variable has been found to influence lexical retrieval as 
reported in Levantine Arabic (Khwaileh et al., 2014), Gulf Arabic (Khwaileh et al. 2018) and 
Tunisian Arabic (Boukadi et al., 2016). Familiarity can be measured through a five-point 
UDWLQJVFDOH³´LQGLFDWing YHU\XQIDPLOLDU³´LQGLFDWing very familiar).   
Khwaileh et al. (2014; 2018) define µword length¶ as the number of syllables or 
phonemes in a given word. They also state that long words are more challenging to process in 
language production tasks than short words (Khwaileh et al. 2018). 
The Arabic language 
The current study is based on Arabic, a Semitic language that is spoken as a first 
language by more than 200 million speakers in South West Asia and North Africa, in addition 
to the millions of others who speak it as a second language. Arabic is characterized by 
diglossia, where two distinct varieties are spoken/used side by side in one speech community, 
each designated for distinct functions/contexts (Ferguson 1959).  One of the two varieties is 
considered to be more prestigious, and is therefore characterized as a high variety, used for 
formal settings, official communications, and writing. The other, mainly a spoken variety, is 
considered to be a low variety, and is used for all other purposes. The high variety is learned 
formally at schools, and sometimeVHDUOLHUWKURXJK³H[SRVXUHWRPDVVPHGLD´ZKHUHDVWKH
low variety is learned naturally as a spoken variety at home. The high variety is called 
Standard Arabic or Modern Standard Arabic, while the low variety (spoken) varies from one 
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geographic location to another (Mustafawi & Shaaban 2018). These spoken varieties or 
vernaculars diverge from the high variety in terms of some phonological and morphosyntactic 
features. However, the main difference between the high and low varieties is in the lexicon. 
The spoken varieties are classified into six main dialect groups: Gulf Arabic (GA), Iraqi 
Arabic (IA), Levantine Arabic (LA), Yemeni Arabic (YA), Egyptian Arabic (EA), and 
Maghrebi Arabic (MA) (Mustafawi 2018), with the main differences between them being 
lexical and to some extent phonological (Al-Birini 2016). Although the data for the current 
study are obtained from Qatari Arabic, a variety of Gulf Arabic, the fact that the stimuli are 
abstract lexical items makes the results and conclusions applicable to other Arabic varieties, 
since abstract lexical items in Arabic vernaculars are borrowed from Standard Arabic. Table 
1 below illustrates the overlap across dialects using examples taken from the dataset in this 
study. 
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Table 1 
An illustration of overlap between major Arabic dialects in pronunciation of a sample 
of the nouns presented in the current dataset  
Gulf 
Arabic 
Egyptian 
Arabic 
Iraqi 
Arabic 
Meghrebi 
Arabic 
Levantine 
Arabic 
Yemeni  
Arabic 
English 
VLƫLU VLƫLU VLƫLU VƫXU VLƫLU VLƫLU magic 
ݧԥPԥU ݧԥPU ݧԥPԥU ݧPԥU ݧԥPԥU ݧԥPU Age 
WDƫԥGGL WDƫԥGGL WDƫԥGGL WDƫԥGGL WDƫԥGGL WDƫԥGGL challenge 
ȖDãã ȖDãã ȖDãã Ȗԥãã Ȗԥãã ȖDãã cheating 
fasa:d fasa:d fasa:d fasad fasa:d fasa:d corruption 
Yo:m Yo:m Yo:m yum or nhar Yo:m Yo:m day 
UDƫPD UDƫPD UDƫPD UԥƫPD UDƫPD UDƫPD mercy 
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Table 2 
An illustration of overlap between major Arabic dialects in pronunciation of a sample 
of the verbs presented in the current dataset  
GA EA IA MA JA YA English 
yi-WWLƫLP yi-WWLƫLP yi-WWLƫLP \ԥ-WWDƫԥP yi-WWDƫLP yi-WWLƫLP accuse 
yi-xu:n yi-xu:n yi-xu:n i-xun yi-xu:n yi-xu:n betray 
yi-ba:rik yi-ba:rik yi-ba:rik i-EDUԥN yi-ba:rik yi-ba:rik congratulate 
yi-VDPLƫ yi-VDPLƫ yi-VDPLƫ i-VDPԥƫ yi-VDPLƫ yi-VDPLƫ forgive 
yi-tmanna yi-tmanna yi-tmanna i-WPԥQQD yi-tmanna yi-tmanna wish 
yi-ƫODP yi-ƫODP yi-ƫODP i-ƫOԥP yi-ƫODP yi-ƫODP dream 
yi-nsa yi-nsa yi-nsa i-nsa yi-nsa yi-nsa forget 
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Table 3 
An illustration of overlap between major Arabic dialects in pronunciation of a sample 
of the adjectives presented in the current dataset  
GA EA IA MA JA YA English 
xatޑi:r xatޑi:r xatޑi:r xatޑir xatޑi:r xatޑi:r dangerous 
sޑaݧԥE sޑaݧE sޑaݧԥE sޑݧLEZDݧԥU sޑaݧԥE sޑaݧE difficult 
sahil sahl sahil VDKԥO sahil sahl easy 
sޑDULƫ sޑDULƫ  sޑDULƫ sޑDULƫ sޑDULƫ sޑDULƫ honest 
EDULݦ EDULݦ EDULݦ EDULݦ EDULݦ EDULݦ innocent 
ݧDGLO ݧDGLO ݧDGLO ݧDGԥO ݧDGLO ݧDGLO just 
kiri:m kari:m kari:m sxi/krim kari:m kiri:m generous 
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These words exemplify the sort of differences that are found among Arabic varieties. 
As evidenced, lexical differences in the domain of abstract concepts is minimal. 
Phonologically, there might be some sound substitutions involving the GA phonemes /q/, /g/, 
/dݤǈ/ð/ whose counterparts in some of the RWKHUYDULHWLHVPD\EHݦݦݤRUJV
/z/ respectively. These can easily be adjusted when the need arises for expanding the use of 
our tool. For a detailed description of these sound substitutions the reader is referred to 
Mustafawi (2018). 
The current study 
The above mentioned differences between concrete and abstract words warrant further 
experimental investigation into the processing of these words in typical and atypical 
language, justifying the need for more abstract word databases for different languages, and 
especially Arabic, due to the limited availability of such resources for its varieties. To date, 
there are two published normative databases for Arabic which are based on concrete nouns: 
the Levantine-Arabic database (Khwaileh, Body, & Herbert, 2014) and the Tunisian-Arabic 
database (Boukadi, Zouaidi, & Wilson, 2016). A third database includes concrete nouns and 
concrete verbs for Gulf Arabic (Khwaileh, Mustafawi, Herbert, & Howard, 2018). 
Furthermore, normative databases for adjectives do not exist for any of the Arabic varieties. 
The aim of the current study is to collect normative imageability, age of acquisition and 
familiarity ratings for abstract nouns, verbs and adjectives in Arabic, a language that has been 
underrepresented in the field. Although the data were obtained from speakers of Gulf Arabic, 
care was taken to include in the analysis only the items that are shared by other varieties of 
Arabic, and the results are therefore applicable to the Arabic language in general.  
It is worth mentioning that the data presented in this paper have been collected at the 
same time as the data presented in Khwaileh et al. (2018) Gulf Arabic nouns and verbs: A 
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standardized set of 319 object pictures and 141 action pictures, with predictors of naming 
latencies. Behavior Research Methods,50(6), 2408±2425. Therefore, the methods used for 
both studies overlap. While the previous study focuses on standardizing pictorial 
representations of Arabic nouns and verbs, the current study develops norms for abstract 
words (nouns, verbs and adjectives). Furthermore, the previous study looks into the 
determinants of successful lexical retrieval from pictorial representations through analysis of 
naming latencies. The current study reports the norms for imageability, familiarity and age of 
acquisition ratings.  
Method 
 Participants 
The participants were 116  (32% males; 68% females) native speakers of Arabic 
recruited from volunteering centres in Qatar. They were informed beforehand that in order to 
participate, they must be native speakers of Arabic, that they should be above 18 years of age, 
and that both their parents should be native Arabic speakers. All participants had gone 
through an Arabic schooling system. A questionnaire was used to gather demographic 
information about the participants and their linguistic backgrounds. All participants had 
normal or corrected-to-normal vision and no history of hearing or reading deficits. 
Participants were asked to sign informed consent forms, and were provided with an 
information sheet to explain their role in the current study. They were further informed that 
their participation was voluntary and that they could withdraw at any time. The study was 
ethically approved by the Qatar University IRB committee.  
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Materials 
The original set of items that were included in the current study consisted of three lists 
of abstract words: 174 abstract non-pictureable nouns, 58 non-action/non-pictureable verbs 
(static), and 134 adjectives. These items were selected based on the most occurring nouns and 
verbs in Gulf newspapers and television programs. Other criteria were that all items must be 
in singular form and that each item must represent a distinct meaning (i.e. no homonyms). 
Similar to the recent study by Khwaileh et al. (2018), frequency was extracted from AraLex 
(Boudelaa and Marslen±Wilson 2010). Since only orthographic frequency databases for 
Arabic are available, the values were included as a compensatory measure for spoken 
frequency.  
The selection criteria aimed to fulfill the idea of what an abstract concept constitutes, 
and as previously suggested by Paivio (2007) and Barber et al. (2013), should represent 
concepts which involve low levels of operativity and tangibility, and should have very low or 
no imageability (e.g. truth, honor, kindness). Words were also deemed as culturally 
appropriate by five Gulf Arabic speakers with whom a pilot task was carried out; however, 
their data has not been included in the analyses. 
  In line with the database previously developed for French (Quadflieg et al., 2013), 
adjectives derived from verbs were eliminated, as these can easily be mistaken for 
verbs/actions (e.g. focused); however, adjectives such as intelligent and loyal were kept. 
Adjectives which are associated with speed (e.g.  fast, slow) or actions/movements (e.g. 
someone who is hurried) were also eliminated, as they can be mistaken for adverbs. 
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Design 
Words were presented in written form, and each list of words (nouns, verbs, 
adjectives) appeared in a separate booklet. The same words from each list were presented in 
all three imageability, familiarity, and AOA tasks. They were, however, randomised to be 
presented in different orders across all tasks. These booklets were used to collect ratings from 
participants for the abovementioned three tasks.  
To avoid patterns of presentation and priming effects, all items were randomised 
using the randomising function on Microsoft Office Excel. Three different lists were 
generated i.e. lists A, B, and C. Each of the three different word lists was checked to ensure 
that successive items did not share semantic features or initial phonemes. The randomisation 
process was repeated for all rating tasks. Each participant encountered a different order of the 
stimuli for each task presented. A given participant would have done list A in the 
imageability task, list B in the age of acquisition task, and list C in the familiarity task.  
For each task, the booklet included written instructions that were specific to the task. 
In line with previous studies (e.g. Snodgrass and Vanderwart, 1980), different scales were 
used for different variables. Some variables, such as AOA and imageability, produce highly 
variable results, as opposed to familiarity, which has been shown to require fewer rating 
points (Alario et al., 2004; Bonin, Boyer, Méot, Fayol, & Droit, 2004; Paivio, Clark, Digdon, 
& Bons, 1989; Schwitter et al., 2004; Shao et al., 2015; Snodgrass & Corwin, 1988; 
Snodgrass & Yuditsky, 1996). Thus, a 5-point rating scale was provided next to each word 
stimulus for familiarity, and a 7-point rating scale was provided next to each word stimulus 
for both imageability and AOA. 
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Procedure 
Two sessions were carried out in total to administer all three tasks (imageability, 
familiarity, AOA). The first session was designated for the imageability and AOA tasks, and 
the second session administered the familiarity task two weeks later. The rationale for 
separating the sessions was to prevent memory and priming effects which could influence the 
SDUWLFLSDQWV¶MXGJHPHQWLQGHWHUPLQLQJKRZIDPLOLDUDJLYHQZRUGLVDVWKH\ZRXOGKDYH
been exposed to the same words only shortly before. 
All sessions were conducted in a quiet room. At the beginning of each session, 
participants were given instructions on each task sheet, as well as verbal instructions and five 
practice items prior to commencing the task in question. They were given feedback for each 
practice item. Instructions were given in Arabic, and all written material, including rating 
scales, were in Arabic script. Participants were given the opportunity to take a break 
whenever they requested one. A description of each task is reported below.  
In the imageability task, participants were asked to indicate whether each word evoked a 
mental image with great difficulty (rated 1) or very easily (rated 7). In the age of acquisition 
task, the participants were asked to estimate the age at which they thought they had learned 
each word presented in the booklet. They were informed that the estimate should indicate not 
only when they had first heard the word, or when they had first learned to speak it, but should 
also indicate the age at which they had first understood the word when it was used in their 
presence. In this task, the values in the scale corresponded to 2-\HDUDJHEDQGVZLWK³´
corresponding to 0-2 yearsDQG³´corresponding to 13 years or after. In the familiarity 
task, participants were asked to rate the degree of familiarity of the item in terms of how 
usual/unusual the word was in their realm of experience, regardless of its meaning. 
Participants were informed that the rating had to be attributed to how often they come across 
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the word itself, rather than the concept it represents, either in its heard, spoken, or written 
form. A word they come across very often LVUDWHGDV³´DQGDZRUGWKH\never see or hear 
LVUDWHGDV³´ 
Results 
Prior to analyzing the data, the rating scales were checked for internal consistency 
WKURXJK&URQEDFK¶VDOSKDWHVW Į). Table 4 below demonstrates the internal consistency of the 
scales for all noun, verb, and adjective ratings for imageability, age of acquisition and word 
familiarity, respectively. 
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Table 4 
7KH,QWHUQDOFRQVLVWHQF\RIUDWLQJV&URQEDFK¶VDOSKD 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Imageability 
ratings 
Age of acquisition 
ratings 
Word familiarity 
ratings 
Abstract nouns (n=165) Į=0.856 Į=0.867 Į=0.911 
Abstract verbs (n=56) Į=0.764 Į=0.732 Į=0.675 
Adjectives (n=109) Į=0.698 Į=0.667 Į=0.688 
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&URQEDFK¶VDOSKDrevealed high internal consistency across noun and verb ratings. 
The rating for adjectives demonstrated above moderate levels of internal consistency. This 
indicates that the internal consistency of the rating scales was above moderate, meaning that 
participants rated every item in the set consistently. 
Within each list there were problematic items, in that participants had conflicting 
views on the item in question; hence, these words were removed from the original list. For 
example, within the noun list, WKHZRUGµ ? ? ? š¶, meaning µsquare¶was deemed by most 
participants as both concrete and abstract, depending on the context. The final noun set 
included 165 abstract non-picturable nouns, the verb set included 56 abstract verbs, and the 
adjective set included 109 adjectives. The descriptive statistics of the subsets were explored; 
Table 5 demonstrates the results.  
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Table 5  
Means and standard deviations of rating tasks for abstract words 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  Imageability Age of acquisition Word familiarity 
Abstract nouns 
(n=165) 
Mean 4.33 5.05 3.55 
Standard 
deviation 
2.26 1.44 1.32 
Abstract verbs 
(n=56) 
Mean 5.20 4.65 3.97 
Standard 
deviation 
2.22 1.36 1.19 
Adjectives 
(n=109) 
Mean 5.26 4.55 3.82 
Standard 
deviation 
2.19 1.34 1.28 
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Table 5 presents the means and standard deviations for age of acquisition, 
imageability and word familiarity ratings. These ratings were established as norms for the 
abstract nouns, verbs, and adjectives. The normative database is shown in Appendix A. 
Results demonstrate that participants rated abstract adjectives to be the highest imageable 
items, followed by abstract verbs, and then abstract nouns. In terms of AOA, participants 
rated abstract verbs and adjectives to be the earliest acquired, followed by abstract nouns. 
Word familiarity was highest for abstract verbs, followed by adjectives and then abstract 
nouns.  
Finally, the relationships between the variables were explored at two levels: the first 
among variables within each word category, and the second between word categories. The 
results are illustrated in Tables 6 and 7, respectively. 
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Table 6 
Pearson Correlations among variables within each word category 
 
Within nouns Within verbs Within adjectives 
 
Syl Phon Freq AOA Imag Fam  Syl Phon Freq AOA Imag Fam  Syl Phon Freq AOA Imag Fam 
Syl 1 .902** -.042 -.088 -.015 -.144 Syl 1 .848** -
.323* 
.206 .064 -.137 Syl 1 .852** -.198* -.077 .022 -
.307** 
Phon  1 -.038 -.042 -.035 -.202** Phon  1 -
.416** 
.289* -.070 -.177 Phon  1 -.231* .026 .027 -
.334** 
Freq   1 .011 .064 .173* Freq   1 -
.343** 
-.013 .115 Freq   1 -.106 -
.014 
.083 
AOA    1 .002 -.228** AOA    1 -.551** -.238 AOA    1 .021 -.046 
Imag     1 .254** Imag     1 .012 Imag     1 .180 
Fam      1 Fam      1 Fam      1 
 
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed); Syl: syllable number; Phon: phoneme number; Freq: frequency; AOA: age of 
acquisition;  
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed); Imag: imageability; Fam: word familiarity.  
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Table 7 
Pearson Correlations among variables between word categories 
 
 Noun 
AOA 
Noun 
Imag 
Noun 
Fam 
Verb 
AOA 
Verb 
Imag 
Verb 
Fam 
Adj 
AOA 
Adj 
Imag 
Adj 
Fam 
Noun 
AOA 
1 .002 -.228** .041 .113 -.060 .056 -.073 -.223* 
Noun 
Imag 
 1 .254** .014 -.078 -.327* .110 .090 .066 
Noun 
Fam 
  1 -.195 .199 .180 .051 .078 -.143 
Verb 
AOA 
   1 -.551** -.238 -.225 -.031 -.019 
Verb 
Imag 
    1 .012 .098 .020 -.265* 
Verb 
Fam 
     1 -.107 .025 -.108 
Adj 
AOA 
      1 .021 -.046 
Adj 
Imag 
       1 .180 
Adj 
Fam 
        1 
 
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed); Syl: syllable number; Phon: phoneme number; Freq: frequency; AOA: age of 
acquisition;  
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed); Imag: imageability; Fam: word familiarity. 
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A significant correlation was found between syllable number and phoneme number in 
all three sets of words²nouns, verbs and adjectives.  This is self-explanatory as words with 
more syllables are likely to have more phonemes.   
Within the noun set, familiarity had significant correlations with phoneme number 
(negative: the shorter the word, the more familiar it is), frequency (positive: the more familiar 
the word, the higher its frequency), age of acquisition (negative: the higher the age of 
acquisition, the lower the familiarity of the word) and imageability (positive: the higher the 
imageability, the more familiar the word). Within the verb set, verb phoneme number showed 
a significant negative correlation with frequency, as shorter verbs are higher in frequency. It 
also significantly correlated with age of acquisition, indicating that shorter words had lower 
age of acquisition ratings. Frequency of verbs showed a significant negative correlation with 
age of acquisition, which is in the expected direction as words learned at a later age are less 
frequently used. Age of acquisition also negatively correlated with imageability, indicating 
that verbs learned at an earlier stage have higher imageability ratings. Within the adjective 
set, both syllable number and phoneme number had significant negative correlations with 
frequency and familiarity, as shorter words are learned at an earlier age and have higher 
frequencies and familiarity in a given language.  
 All correlations were in the predicted direction and in line with the literature.  The 
lack of anomalies in the direction of correlations supports the validity of the obtained ratings, 
giving credibility to the developed normative database. The correlations between the different 
word categories did not reveal any unpredicted direction. No remarkable patterns were 
identified when comparing correlations between word categories. 
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Finally, we ran a comparison between the abstract noun and verb norms reported in 
the current dataset and the ones reported on concrete nouns and verbs from Khwaileh et al. 
(2018). Adjectives were excluded from this analysis as Khwaileh and colleagues (2018) did 
not include adjectives in their dataset.  Compared to results obtained from concrete nouns and 
verbs, imageability mean scores for abstract nouns and verbs are relatively low, suggesting 
semantic richness of concrete words compared to abstract words. Furthermore, mean scores 
of age of acquisition of abstract nouns and verbs are relatively higher than those of concrete 
words, indicating the abstract words are learned at a later age than concrete words. Finally, 
Familiarity scores showed similar values across categories. Table 8 demonstrates this 
comparison.  
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Table 8 
Means and comparisons between ratings for abstract and concrete words. 
 Abstract nouns Concrete nouns Abstract verbs Concrete verbs 
Imageability  4.33 6.10 5.20 5.93 
Age of 
acquisition 
5.05 3.63 4.65 3.91 
Familiarity 3.55 3.71 3.97 3.96 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A t-test was carried out comparing between word categories for each variable. In the 
age of acquisition tasks, results showed a significant difference between ratings for nouns and 
verbs (p=0.002), and nouns and adjectives (p=0.000), however no difference was found for 
verbs and adjectives (p>0.05). For Familiarity, a significant difference was found between 
verbs and adjectives (p=0.021), however no significant difference was found for nouns and 
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adjectives (p>0.05). For Imageability, no significant difference was found between nouns and 
verbs (p>0.05), verbs and adjectives (p>0.05), or nouns and adjectives (p>0.05).  
Discussion 
The present study was carried out to establish a normative database for abstract nouns, 
verbs and adjectives based on data obtained from healthy Arabic speakers. Norms for 
imageability, age of acquisition, and familiarity were established for a set of abstract concepts 
(165 nouns, 56 verbs, 109 adjectives). The database includes linguistic intrinsic features, such 
as syllable length and phoneme length. It also includes orthographic frequency values 
(extracted from AraLex; Boudelaa and Marslen-Wilson, 2010). To the best of our knowledge, 
this normative database is one of the few studies that have established norms for abstract 
words, as the vast majority of published studies to date are based on concrete words, and 
mostly nouns. Examples include English (Cycowicz, Friedman, Rothstein, & Snodgrass, 
1997), Dutch (Shao, Roelofs, & Meyer, 2014), French (Bonin, Peereman, Malardier, Mèot, & 
Chalard, 2003), and Italian (Barca, Burani, & Arduino, 2002). It is also the first database of 
its kind for the Arabic language. The stimuli for the current database were developed to 
accommodate the demand for purposely-developed normative databases for both research and 
clinical fields. Linguistic and cultural appropriateness is of utmost importance to consider 
when developing a normative database; precision of cultural context must be maintained to 
ensure accuracy in data collection, and to cater to specific linguistic and cultural contexts. 
The reliability of the normative database can be argued to be of good standard. 
&URQEDFK¶VDOSKDYDOXHVZHUHDERYHPRGHUDWHIRUDOOUDWLQJVFDOHVDFURVVWKHWKUHHZRUG
categories. The validity of the collected data can also be considered unproblematic. All 
correlations were in the predicted direction, lacking anomalies. This lends credibility to the 
data obtained. 
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The imageability, age of acquisition and familiarity ratings are of paramount 
importance to research on the lexical processing of Arabic. Previous research on Arabic 
lexical retrieval reported these factors to be significant determinants of successful retrieval. 
Khwaileh, Body and Herbert (2014) found that imageability and age of acquisition are the 
only two significant predictors in the retrieval of 186 Levantine Arabic nouns. They also 
report the significance of name agreement; however, this is irrelevant to the current paper, as 
we did not use pictorial stimuli. Furthermore, Boukadi, Zouaidi, and Wilson, (2016) report 
that familiarity was one of the significant predictors of 348 Tunisian Arabic nouns. In a more 
recent study on Gulf Arabic, Khwaileh et al. (2018) report that all three variables (familiarity, 
age of acquisition and imageability) were significant predictors of successful retrieval of 319 
concrete nouns and 141 concrete verbs. All these studies were carried out with healthy 
participants. Data from atypical Arabic lexical processing is scarce. Only one study on Arabic 
lexical retrieval following aphasia reported that age of acquisition and imageability were the 
only two significant predictors of successful lexical retrieval in three patients (Khwaileh, 
Body, and Herbert, 2017).  The results reported in these studies give the current database 
more warrant and need in the Arabic-speaking context, as researchers into typical and 
atypical language processing would need to control for key psycholinguistic factors. Since 
age of acquisition, imageability and familiarity have been found to have a robust effect on 
lexical processing, it is important to develop databases for abstract words with norms for 
WKHVHIDFWRUV¶UDWLQJV 
Cross-linguistically, imageability, age of acquisition and familiarity were reported to 
be crucial to lexical processing. Previous literature demonstrates that imageability has a robust 
effect on lexical processing (e.g. English: Barry et al., 1997; Gilhooly and Logie, 1980; French: 
Bonin et al., 2003). The importance of imageability in lexical processing can be understood 
XQGHU3ODXWDQG6KDOOLFH¶VSURSRVDO, which states that words with higher imageability 
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have richer semantic representations, making them faster to process. An alternative 
interpretation was proposed by Paivio (1991), who postulated that words with higher 
imageability are coded using both a verbal and a non-verbal code and are faster to retrieve than 
words with low imageability which are coded using the verbal code only.  
 Age of acquisition has also been reported to be important for lexical processing in other 
languages (Belgian Dutch: Severens et al. 2005; English: Barry et al., 1997; Brysbaert, 1996; 
Carroll and White, 1973; Gilhooly and Gilhooly, 1979; Lachman et al., 1974; French: Bonin 
et al., 2002 and 2003; Icelandic: Pind and Tryggvadottir, 2002). This effect can be understood 
ZLWKLQWKHµSKRQRORJLFDOFRPSOHWHQHVVK\SRWKHVLV¶SURSRVHGE\%URZQDQG:DWVRQLQ
which they assume that early acquired words have more unitary phonological representations 
than words acquired at a later age. This is attributed to the frequency factor i.e. early acquired 
words are more frequent than late acquired ones (Ellis and Lambon-Ralph, 2000; Morrison et 
al., 1992; Morrison and Ellis, 1995). Alternatively, the effect of age of acquisition may reflect 
the fact that early acquired words tend to be highly imageable, highly frequent, short, highly 
familiar and concrete (Nickels, 1997), and are therefore more accessible and faster to retrieve. 
 
Familiarity was also found to be important to lexical processing in languages other 
than Arabic (e.g. Russian: Akinina et al., 2014; Italian: Barca, Burani, & Arduino, 2002). The 
interpretation of the familiarity impact on lexical processing has been a matter of debate 
among scholars. Some studies interpret familiarity ratings as a measure of exposure 
frequency; others view it as an underlying effect of frequency that influences perception 
(Segui et al. 1982; Dupoux & Mehler 1990; Marslen-Wilson 1990). In spite of this, there are 
studies that advocate the use of familiarity acquired through ratings as a better predictor of 
word processing than frequency (Gernsbacher1984; Gordon 1985; Kreuz 1987; Nusbaum et 
al. 1984). Tanaka-Ishii & Terada (2011) maintain that while words with high familiarity are 
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not necessarily frequent, words with high frequency are necessarily familiar. Their findings 
also suggest that familiarity ratings highly correlated to those of spoken rather than written 
language, which is in support of the assumption that familiarity may be an alternative 
measure of spoken frequency.  
While the above discussion highlights the importance of the current database, it is 
worth mentioning that the current database has its limitations and presents issues that are 
worth discussing. Firstly, there is variability in the internal consistency of rating scales for 
different word categories. 7KHUHVXOWV\LHOGHGE\&URQEDFK¶VDOSKDFDQEHH[SODLQHGE\WKH
context dependency of verbs and adjectives. The internal consistency of the ratings was 
highest in nouns, then in verbs, and then in adjectives. Nouns tend to be more independent of 
context when retrieved than do verbs or adjectives. Verbs and adjectives co-occur with nouns 
and hence tend to create a variability of rating responses among participants depending on the 
context imaged by the participant when confronted with the verb or adjective in question. The 
results shown in Table 2 above support this argument. Participants rated abstract adjectives to 
be the highest imageable items, followed by abstract verbs, and then abstract nouns.  
Furthermore, participants rated abstract verbs and adjectives to be the earliest 
acquired, followed by abstract nouns. This is in harmony with their ratings of word 
familiarity, which was highest for abstract verbs, followed by adjectives and then abstract 
nouns. This can be understood under the assumption that words acquired early in life tend to 
have higher familiarity ratings. This assumption is supported by the significant correlations 
between familiarity and age of acquisition demonstrated in Table 3 above.  
Another limitation this database presents is the small number of abstract verbs, which 
is due to having depended more on dialectal Arabic than Modern Standard Arabic as a source 
of stimuli selection. Additionally, because we restricted our selection to the ones most 
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frequent in the vernaculars, we ended up with a rather smaller number of abstract verbs. This 
warrants the development of larger databases based on Modern Standard Arabic, which 
would include larger numbers of abstract verbs.  
Nevertheless, the current database for abstract words contributes to psycholinguistic 
research and experiments involving linguistic material for the Arabic language. It enables 
researchers to control the experimental situation by matching (abstract) words across 
variables in experimental studies. This, in turn, enables investigators to draw accurate 
conclusions that are not biased by idiosyncratic choice of words. Furthermore, it forms a 
basis from which clinicians can select stimuli for word tests such as lexical judgement tasks, 
reading, repetition, and other tasks involving abstract concepts. Patients with word finding 
difficulties undergo clinical assessment as part of their screening, involving word production 
and comprehension tasks. Assessment developers and clinicians control for psycholinguistic 
factors to ensure accurate diagnosis unbiased by word properties. To enable matching word 
sets for these factors, clinicians and researchers make choice decisions based on normative 
databases. The current normative database is available for the use of clinicians and 
researchers in the Arabic-speaking world, and can be downloaded from 
http://qufaculty.qu.edu.qa/tariq-khwaileh/download-center/.  
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Appendix A: Norms for nouns, verbs, and adjectives. 
NOUNS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Item English c Form in StaTargetrammatical GeAnimacy RationalityInitial PhonemSyllable Lenghoneme Leng Form Freq
Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
1 Acceptance ᑛᓗኣ ሕᏸ ᑛᓗኣ ሕᏸ M NA NA M 2 5 29.91 5.56 1.39 4.62 2.45 3.28 1.40
2 Admiration ቹቲዱᎳቧ ቹቲዱᎳቧ M NA NA M 2 6 1.35 5.69 1.48 4.29 2.52 3.30 1.51
3 Age ፅᑿᎳ ፅᑿᎳ M NA NA M 1 4 128.79 3.56 1.31 4.62 2.49 4.00 1.27
4 Appreciation ፅᓾጤᏽ ሔ኏ ፅᓾጤᏽ ሔ኏ M NA NA S 2 6 19.04 5.49 1.47 4.00 2.60 3.58 1.20
5 Area ᓀ ሔᏽ ሖᎣᒙ ሔᑻ ᓀ ሔᏽ ሖᎣᒙ ሔᑻ F NA NA M 3 7 418.27 4.47 1.43 4.33 2.03 3.88 0.99
6 Balance ᒇ᠒ጴቨᓗ ሔ኏ ᒇ ᠒ጴቨᓗ ሔ኏ M NA NA S 3 7 21.95 5.85 1.37 4.88 2.23 4.30 1.15
7 Beauty ᑛቲᑿዟ ᑛቲᑿዟ M NA NA M 2 5 27.39 3.84 1.47 4.21 2.04 3.90 1.51
8 Boosting ᎄቨፅᎻኤ።ቨ ᎄቨፅᎻኤ።ቨ M NA NA M 3 9 0.21 5.27 1.52 4.12 2.28 3.40 1.28
9 Call ᔹቨጤᒐ ቺᓗᎏᘌ F NA NA S 2 5 22.11 4.40 1.14 4.60 1.95 3.60 1.14
10 Challenge ᓭጤ ሔዲ ሔ኏ ᓭጤ ሔዲ ሔ኏ M NA NA S 3 6 30.04 4.69 1.35 4.38 2.35 3.48 1.20
11 Cheating ፹Ꮄ ፹Ꮄ M NA NA M 1 3 5.44 4.09 1.33 4.63 2.48 4.02 1.27
12 Civilization ᒻጳቲ᎐ዠ ᒻጳቲ᎐ዠ F NA NA M 3 6 55.68 6.04 1.19 4.13 2.15 3.34 1.02
13 Color ᒇᓗᑢ ᒇᓗᑢ M NA NA S 1 3 14.54 3.31 1.38 4.12 2.41 4.20 1.17
14 Community Ꮓᑿኤዱ ሕᑻ Ꮓᑿኤዱ ሕᑻ M NA NA M 3 8 324.77 5.42 1.43 4.17 2.20 3.86 1.40
15 Composition ᒢ ሖዲ ᠐ᑢ ᒢ ሖዲ ᠐ᑢ M NA NA S 2 5 4.47 5.36 1.31 4.71 2.34 3.34 1.33
16 Connection ᓀᎣ።ቨᓆ ᓀᎣ።ቨᓆ F NA NA M 2 5 1.87 6.11 1.27 3.46 1.77 3.72 1.18
17 Cooking
መጅ መኣ ሔ᎟ መጅ መኣ ሔ᎟ M NA NA S 1 4 0.23 3.75 1.52 4.73 2.32 4.06 1.42
18 Coping ᒃ ᠑ᑩᏸተ኏ ᒃ ᠑ᑩᏸተ኏ M NA NA S 3 8 2.50 5.44 1.40 4.13 2.58 3.20 1.43
19 Corruption ጕቲ ሔ፭ ሔᏕ ጕቲ ሔ፭ ሔᏕ M NA NA M 2 5 9.88 5.80 1.27 3.83 2.46 3.28 1.51
20 Coup ቹᕙ ሖᏽᒐቨ ቹᕙ ሖᏽᒐቨ M NA NA M 3 8 20.05 6.16 1.36 4.10 2.23 2.88 1.25
21 Cruelty ᒻ ሔᓗ፭ ሔᏸ ᒻ ሔᓗ፭ ሔᏸ F NA NA M 2 5 6.35 5.45 1.37 4.54 2.60 3.20 1.29
22 Culture ᓀ ሔᏕቲᏽነ ᓀ ሔᏕቲᏽነ F NA NA S 3 6 6.16 5.91 1.36 4.06 2.73 3.76 0.70
23 Cycle ᒻጳᓆጕ ᒻጳᓆጕ F NA NA S 2 4 56.44 5.60 1.14 4.80 2.28 4.20 0.84
24 Day ᑷᓗᓾ ᑷᓗᓾ M NA NA M 1 3 680.23 3.60 1.42 4.29 1.99 4.60 1.25
25 Death ቺᓗᑻ ቺᓗᑻ M NA NA M 1 3 18.83 3.89 1.27 4.52 2.41 4.10 1.43
26 Debate ᒻፅ ᠐Ꭰቲᒙ ሕᑻ ᒻፅ ᠐Ꭰቲᒙ ሕᑻ F NA NA M 4 8 29.86 6.29 1.73 4.31 1.85 3.10 1.29
27 Decrease ᓀᑢፆᒐ ᓀᑢፆᒐ F NA NA S 2 5 49.34 4.44 1.64 4.52 2.10 3.06 1.44
28 Dialogue ጳቨᓗ ሖዠ ጳቨᓗ ሖዠ M NA NA M 2 5 171.08 5.29 1.46 4.98 2.21 3.20 1.36
29 Direction ᒷ ሗዟᓗ኏ ᒷ ሗዟᓗ኏ M NA NA S 3 7 53.58 5.84 1.58 4.10 2.30 2.68 1.30
30 Discussion ፘቲᏽ ሖᒐ ፘቲᏽ ሖᒐ M NA NA S 2 5 13.78 5.40 1.29 4.58 2.48 3.58 1.49
31 Distinction ᡧ ᢕᣂᔏᑿ ሔ኏ ᡧ ᢕᣂᔏᑿ ሔ኏ M NA NA S 2 6 29.91 5.40 1.40 4.06 2.29 3.16 1.36
32 Division ᑷቲ፭ ሖᏽᒐቨ ᑷቲ፭ ሖᏽᒐቨ M NA NA M 3 8 0.42 5.67 1.40 4.46 2.32 2.72 1.43
33 Effort
መጤ መᒳ ሕዟ መጤ መᒳ ሕዟ M NA NA M 1 4 30.82 5.22 1.34 4.31 2.16 3.36 1.31
34 Embassy ᒻ ሔጳቲᏟ ሔ። ᒻ ሔጳቲᏟ ሔ። F NA NA S 3 6 87.68 5.84 1.37 4.69 2.39 3.38 1.36
35 Employment ᓀ ᠐ᑢቲᑿ ሔᎳ ᓀ ᠐ᑢቲᑿ ሔᎳ F NA NA M 3 6 48.82 5.91 1.33 4.62 2.19 3.46 1.43
36 Engineering ᓀ ሔ።ጤᒙᒯ ᓀ ሔ።ጤᒙᒯ F NA NA M 3 7 24.29 5.82 1.68 4.08 2.58 3.50 1.29
37 Enlightment ᓀᘌቨጤ መᒯ ሖቨ ᓀ ᘌቨጤ መᒯ ሖቨ F NA NA M 3 6 0.91 4.95 1.40 4.27 2.16 3.24 1.37
38 Enthusiasm ፗቲ ሔᑿ ሔዠ ፗቲ ሔᑿ ሔዠ M NA NA M 2 5 7.13 5.40 1.51 4.48 2.47 3.52 1.24
39 Envy ጤ ሔ፭ ሔዠ ጤ ሔ፭ ሔዠ M NA NA M 2 5 2.39 5.27 1.07 3.79 1.98 3.94 1.00
40 Exam ᒇቲዲኤᑻቨ ᒇቲዲኤᑻቨ M NA NA M 3 8 9.02 3.91 1.55 4.42 2.40 4.38 1.32
41 Faith ᒇቲᑿᘌቧ ᒇቲᑿᘌቧ M NA NA M 2 5 7.46 4.45 1.60 4.40 2.15 3.90 1.17
42 Fatigue ኸ ሔᎻ ሔ኏ ኸ ሔᎻ ሔ኏ M NA NA S 2 5 2.16 4.53 1.46 4.21 2.36 4.06 1.40
43 Fear Ꮛᓗ ሕዡ Ꮛᓗ ሕዡ M NA NA M 1 3 16.23 3.82 1.55 4.65 2.53 3.52 1.30
44 Flying ᒇቨ ᢕᣂ᎟ ᒇቨ ᢕᣂ᎟ M NA NA S 3 7 39.17 3.93 1.29 4.92 2.51 3.50 1.54
45 Forgery ፅᗫᓆፆ኏ ፅᗫᓆፆ኏ M NA NA S 2 6 7.33 5.75 1.37 4.40 2.25 2.92 1.37
46 Formality ᓀᘭᑿ።ጳ ᓀᘭᑿ።ጳ F NA NA M 3 7 136.86 5.95 1.40 4.25 2.47 3.26 1.47
47 Fortune Ᏻ መጴ ᠒ጳ Ᏻ መጴ ᠒ጳ M NA NA M 1 4 31.18 5.22 1.54 4.73 2.22 3.80 1.60
48 Foundation ፗቲ።᠐ቦ ፗቲ።᠐ቦ M NA NA M 2 5 96.88 5.25 1.37 4.52 2.33 3.44 1.04
49 Friendship ᓀᏸቨጤᎉ ᓀᏸቨጤᎉ F NA NA S 3 6 18.80 4.29 1.45 4.98 2.48 4.14 1.11
50 Good ᢕᣂዡ ᢕᣂዡ M NA NA M 1 3 35.16 4.29 1.40 4.35 2.25 4.18 1.28
51 Government ᓀ ሔᑻᓗᐯ ሔዠ ሖቨ ᓀᑻᓗᐯዠ F NA NA M 3 6 956.86 5.47 1.80 4.52 1.94 3.62 1.44
52 Greeting ᓀ ሗᘭዲ኏ ᓀ ሗᘭዲ኏ F NA NA S 3 6 20.62 3.58 1.41 4.71 1.86 3.64 1.36
53 Group ᓀᎳᓗᑿዱᑻ ᓀᎳᓗᑿዱᑻ F NA NA M 3 7 167.60 4.64 1.53 4.54 2.47 3.70 1.36
54 Guess ᒢ ᠐Ꭰ ᒢ ᠐Ꭰ M NA NA S 1 3 6.79 5.33 1.30 3.54 2.45 3.28 1.31
55 Habit ᒻ ሔጕቲᎳ ᒻ ሔጕቲᎳ F NA NA M 2 4 6.16 5.15 1.58 4.23 2.52 3.62 1.22
56 Heresy ᓀ ሔᎳ መጤሖᗷ ᓀ ሔᎳ መጤሖᗷ F NA NA M 2 5 1.01 5.73 1.40 3.75 2.54 3.24 1.39
57 Hope ᑰ ሔᑻቦ ᑰ ሔᑻቦ M NA NA M 2 5 44.81 5.29 1.44 4.21 2.38 3.58 1.43
58 Hopelessness ፗተ ሔᘌ ፗተ ሔᘌ M NA NA M 1 4 2.60 6.04 1.71 4.21 2.50 2.92 1.46
59 Hostility ᔹቨጤ ሖᎳ ᔹቨጤ ሖᎳ F NA NA M 2 5 19.71 5.73 1.49 4.31 2.48 2.66 1.36
60 Humanitarianism ᓀᘭᒐቲ፭ᙏቨ ᓀᘭᒐቲ፭ᙏቨ F NA NA M 4 9 85.62 6.20 1.18 4.33 2.21 3.42 1.00
Normative data
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61 Hunger Ꭻᖔዟ Ꭻᖔᓾ M NA NA M 1 3 - 2.78 1.46 4.04 0.80 4.36 1.26
62 Hygiene ᓀᏕቲᎤᒐ ᓀᏕቲᎤᒐ F NA NA S 3 6 8.56 3.40 1.50 4.31 2.39 4.22 1.16
63 Idea ᒻፅᐯᏕ ᒻፅᐯᏕ F NA NA M 2 5 29.62 4.45 1.53 4.52 2.23 4.10 1.36
64 Idiocy ᓀᒯᕙ ሔᗷ ᓀᒯᕙ ሔᗷ F NA NA M 3 6 0.31 4.93 1.50 4.58 2.00 3.12 1.54
65 Illusion ᑛᕙᎠ ᑛᕙᎠ M NA NA S 2 5 0.47 4.67 1.71 4.27 2.51 3.38 1.63
66  Imitation ጤᘭᑩᏽ኏ ᓀ ቙ᘭ ሖᎻ ቙ᑻ ሖቧ F NA NA M 3 7 9.91 4.77 1.50 3.79 2.42 2.32 1.41
67 Immigration ᒻ ሔፅ መዱ ሖᒯ ᒻ ሔፅ መዱ ሖᒯ F NA NA M 2 5 37.61 5.04 1.37 4.44 2.21 3.02 1.45
68 Industry ᓀᎳቲᒙᎉ ᓀᎳቲᒙᎉ F NA NA S 3 6 127.26 5.64 1.51 4.42 2.55 3.46 1.39
69 Injustice ᒃ ᠔ᑩ ሖᎠ ᒃ ᠔ᑩ ሖᎠ M NA NA S 1 4 18.23 5.29 1.46 4.21 2.60 3.50 1.35
70 Intention ᓀ ሗᘭᒐ ᓀ ሗᘭᒐ F NA NA S 2 4 15.50 5.40 1.41 3.77 1.46 3.60 1.11
71 Job ᓀᏟᘭᎠ ᠒ᓆ ᓀᏟᘭᎠ ᠒ᓆ F NA NA M 3 6 13.99 4.95 1.61 4.17 2.48 4.20 1.50
72 Journey ᓀᑩ᠍ዠ᠒ጳ ᓀᑩ᠍ዠ᠒ጳ F NA NA S 2 5 35.79 3.56 1.30 4.08 2.32 3.38 1.17
73 Justice ᓀ ᠐ᑢቨጤᎳ ᓀ ᠐ᑢቨጤᎳ F NA NA M 3 6 7.54 5.75 1.64 4.15 2.59 3.26 1.44
74 Kinship ᓀ ሔᗷቨፅ ሔᏸ ᓀ ሔᗷቨፅ ሔᏸ F NA NA M 3 6 2.42 4.76 1.48 4.04 2.50 3.34 1.39
75 Knowledge ᓀ ሑᏕ ᠒ፅ መᎻ ሔᑻ ᓀ ሑᏕ ᠒ፅ መᎻ ሔᑻ F NA NA M 3 7 58.21 5.73 1.31 3.83 2.53 3.62 1.40
76 Language ᓀᎼ ᠑ᑢ ᓀᎼ ᠑ᑢ F NA NA S 2 4 139.30 4.37 1.55 4.44 2.15 3.64 1.25
77 Length ᑛᓗ᎟ ᑛᓗ᎟ M NA NA S 1 3 43.04 3.84 1.41 4.38 2.29 3.94 1.44
78 Liberty ᓀ ቙ᗫ ቛᖁ ሖዠ ᓀ ቙ᗫ ቛᖁ ሖዠ F NA NA M 3 6 93.55 5.73 1.48 4.77 1.62 3.22 1.15
79 Life ᒻቲᘭ ሔዠ ᒻቲᘭ ሔዠ F NA NA M 2 4 113.97 4.51 1.74 4.44 2.32 3.98 1.28
80 Literature ቹጕቦ ቹጕቦ M NA NA M 2 5 46.11 4.42 1.43 4.54 1.13 3.84 1.22
81 Loss Ꭻቲᘭ ሔᎊ Ꭻቲᘭ ሔᎊ M NA NA S 2 5 4.50 4.67 1.59 3.27 2.35 2.80 1.34
82 Loss ᒻጳቲ፭ ሔዡ ᒻጳቲ፭ ሔዡ F NA NA M 3 6 20.52 5.09 1.45 4.50 2.30 3.68 1.31
83 Luck Ꭸ ሔዠ Ꭸ ሔዠ M NA NA M 1 3 8.58 4.58 1.39 4.25 1.63 3.74 0.91
84 Mastering ᒇቲᏽ኏ቧ ᒇቲᏽ኏ቧ M NA NA M 2 6 1.46 6.04 1.34 4.02 2.58 3.26 1.17
85 Media ᑷᕙᎳቧ ᑷᕙᎳቧ M NA NA M 2 6 172.80 5.53 1.41 4.75 1.45 3.70 1.33
86 Memory ᓬፅᐛ጖ ᓬፅᐛ጖ F NA NA S 2 5 6.35 5.22 1.64 4.48 2.45 3.72 1.19
87 Mercy ᓀ ሔᑿዠ ሔጳ ᓀ ሔᑿዠ ሔጳ F NA NA S 2 5 7.85 4.40 1.49 4.38 2.48 3.74 1.22
88 Mind ᑰ መᏽ ሔᎳ ᑰ መᏽ ሔᎳ M NA NA M 1 4 66.76 3.93 1.38 3.77 1.81 4.14 1.47
89 Minute ᓀ ሔᏽᘭᏸ ሖጕ ᓀ ሔᏽᘭᏸ ሖጕ F NA NA S 3 6 40.73 3.91 1.51 4.04 2.29 4.54 1.42
90 Multiplicity ጕ ቛጤᎻ ቛ኏ ሖቨ ጕ ቛጤᎻ ቛ኏ ሖቨ M NA NA S 3 7 4.97 5.13 1.50 4.00 2.39 3.00 1.38
91 Municipality ᓀ ቙ᘌ ሖጤ ᠐ᑩ ሔᗷ ᓀ ቙ᘌ ሖጤ ᠐ᑩ ሔᗷ F NA NA M 4 8 38.60 5.18 1.47 4.33 2.24 3.58 1.26
92 Nation ᓀ ሗᑻ ᠑ቦ ᓀ ሗᑻ ᠑ቦ F NA NA M 2 4 17.01 5.93 1.39 4.17 2.46 3.62 1.35
93 Negativity ᓀ ቙ᘭ ሖኣᑩ ሔ። ᓀ ቙ᘭ ሖኣᑩ ሔ። F NA NA S 3 7 35.40 6.18 1.47 3.88 2.38 3.36 1.29
94 Obedience ᓀ ሔᎳቲ᎟ ᓀ ሔᎳቲ᎟ F NA NA M 2 4 2.24 4.42 1.53 4.60 2.26 3.60 1.44
95 Opposition ᓀᎊጳቲᎻᑻ ᓀᎊጳቲᎻᑻ F NA NA M 4 8 291.43 6.56 1.21 4.19 1.03 2.96 1.52
96 Organization ᓀ ሔᑿ ᡐᎤ ሔᒙ ሕᑻ ᓀ ሔᑿ ᡐᎤ ሔᒙ ሕᑻ F NA NA M 4 8 69.60 6.27 1.71 3.88 2.51 3.18 1.57
97 Pain ᒃᑢቦ Ꮓ ሔᅱᅱᅱᅱᗫ ᠒ᓆ M NA NA M 2 5 23.93 3.44 1.55 4.63 2.26 3.78 1.35
98 Participation ᓀ ᠐ᐛ᠒ጳቲ፮ᑻ ሖቨ ᓀ ᠐ᐛ᠒ጳቲ፮ᑻ ሖቨ F NA NA M 4 8 9.78 4.82 1.43 4.58 1.32 3.40 1.51
99 PieceOfInformationᓀ ሔᑻᓗᑩᎻᑻ ᓀ ሔᑻᓗᑩᎻᑻ F NA NA M 3 7 7.23 4.91 1.62 4.23 2.20 4.08 1.49
100 Plan ᓀ ሗᎣ ሖዡ ᓀ ሗᎣ ሖዡ F I IR M 2 4 19.87 5.02 1.59 4.96 2.34 3.44 1.23
101 Positivity ᓀ ቙ᘭ ሖ኎ቲዱᘌቨ ᓀ ቙ᘭ ሖ኎ቲዱᘌቨ F NA NA M 4 8 7.20 5.84 1.58 4.44 1.66 3.84 1.40
102 Pride ፅ ሖዳ ሔᏕ ፅ ሖዳ ሔᏕ M NA NA M 2 4 2.29 5.20 1.25 4.27 2.60 3.50 1.34
103 Priority ᓀ ቙ᗫ ሔᖔ ᠐ᑢ መᓆ ᠐ቦ ᓀ ቙ᗫ ሔᖔ ᠐ᑢ መᓆ ᠐ቦ F NA NA M 4 9 13.26 6.16 1.37 3.85 2.39 3.56 1.41
104 Profession ᓀ ሔᒙ መᒳ ሖᑻ ᓀ ሔᒙ መᒳ ሖᑻ F NA NA M 2 5 14.46 5.45 1.54 4.35 2.50 3.56 1.35
105 Profit ጄ መᅱᅱᗖ ᠒ጳ ጄ መᅱᅱᗖ ᠒ጳ M NA NA S 1 4 5.93 5.00 1.48 4.46 2.32 3.38 1.37
106 Racism ᓀᗫ᠒ ሖᣆᒙ ሖᎳ ᓀᗫ᠒ ሖᣆᒙ ሖᎳ F NA NA M 4 9 6.89 6.25 1.47 4.27 2.61 3.48 1.46
107 Reformation ዎᕙᎉቧ ዎᕙᎉቧ M NA NA M 2 6 - 5.71 1.91 4.13 2.36 3.26 1.53
108 Rejection ᎖መᏕ ሔጳ ᎖ መᏕ ሔጳ M NA NA S 1 4 23.20 4.49 1.38 4.31 2.32 3.46 1.37
109 Resilience ᓀ ሗᑿ ሖᒯ ᓀ ሗᑿ ሖᒯ F NA NA M 2 4 1.87 5.53 1.74 3.92 1.03 3.36 1.40
110 Revolution ᒻጳᓗነ ᒻጳᓗነ F NA NA S 2 5 63.64 5.71 1.56 4.54 2.34 3.26 1.30
111 Reward ᒻተ ሔᏕቲᝣ ሕᑻ ᒻተ ሔᏕቲᝣ ሕᑻ F NA NA M 4 8 9.94 4.75 1.45 4.71 2.41 3.56 1.53
112 Rhythm Ꭻቲᏽᘌቨ Ꭻቲᏽᘌቨ M NA NA M 2 5 0.39 5.42 1.64 4.40 2.57 2.92 1.32
113 Right ᐂዠ ᐂዠ M NA NA M 1 3 114.23 4.07 1.55 4.31 2.44 3.74 1.34
114 Secularism ᓀ ሔᘭ ሖᒐቲᑿᑩ ሖᎳ ᓀ ሔᘭ ሖᒐቲᑿᑩ ሖᎳ F NA NA M 4 9 13.58 6.76 1.59 3.62 2.22 2.76 1.35
115 Segmentation ᒃᘭ፭ᏽ ሔ኏ ᒃᘭ፭ᏽ ሔ኏ M NA NA S 2 6 20.75 5.07 1.36 4.88 2.20 3.08 1.41
116 Size ᒃ መዱዠ ᒃ መዱዠ M NA NA M 1 4 27.07 4.62 1.40 4.27 2.23 3.42 1.06
117 Smell ᓀ ሔዲᗫጳ ᓀ ሔዲᗫጳ F NA NA S 2 4 2.31 3.29 1.33 4.62 2.42 4.34 1.13
118 Sound ቺᓗᎉ ቺᓗᎉ M NA NA S 1 3 29.05 3.15 1.33 4.63 1.29 4.26 1.41
119 Strength ᒻᓗᏸ ᒻ ቙ᓗ ሕᏸ F NA NA M 2 4 172.52 3.56 1.42 4.73 2.52 3.82 1.14
120 Stubbornness ጕቲᒙᎳ ሖቨ ጕቲᒙᎳ ሖቨ M NA NA M 2 6 1.82 4.78 1.45 4.23 2.22 4.04 1.36
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121 Target Ꮛ ሔጤ ሔᒯ Ꮛ ሔጤ ሔᒯ M NA NA M 2 5 128.33 4.19 1.38 4.87 2.46 3.60 1.20
122 Taste ᒃ ሔᎻ ሔ᎟ ᒃ ሔᎻ ሔ᎟ M NA NA S 2 5 0.78 3.33 1.30 4.56 2.48 4.10 1.42
123 Terrorism ቹቲᒯጳቧ ቹቲᒯጳቧ M NA NA M 2 6 - 6.20 1.36 4.46 2.44 3.32 1.26
124 Test ᔹᕙኤ኎ቨ ᔹᕙኤ኎ቨ F NA NA M 3 8 0.62 5.71 1.64 3.87 2.28 3.62 1.42
125 Tone ᓀ ሔᑿᎼ ሔᒐ ᓀ ሔᑿᎼ ሔᒐ F NA NA S 3 6 1.01 5.23 1.35 4.60 2.48 3.32 1.16
126 Traditions ጤᘭᑢቲᏽ ሖ኏ ጤᘭᑢቲᏽ ሖ኏ M NA NA S 3 7 10.82 5.56 1.47 3.92 2.39 3.96 1.23
127 Treatment ᓀ ᠐ᑩ ሔᑻቲᎻ ሕᑻ ᓀ ᠐ᑩ ሔᑻቲᎻ ሕᑻ F NA NA M 3 7 14.10 5.75 1.53 4.42 2.16 3.60 1.41
128 Tribe ᓀᑩᘭኣ ሔᏸ ᓀᑩᘭኣ ሔᏸ F NA NA M 3 6 7.83 4.75 1.52 4.19 0.80 3.60 1.33
129 Trust ᓀᏽነ ᓀᏽነ F NA NA S 2 4 42.97 5.22 1.59 4.31 2.49 3.64 1.28
130 Truth ᐂዠ ው መጤ ሖᎉ M NA NA S 1 3 211.87 3.93 1.71 3.47 2.25 3.92 1.53
131 Vision ᓀ ሔᗫᓅ ሕጳ ᓀ ሔᗫᓅ ሕጳ F NA NA S 2 5 47.65 4.16 1.44 4.33 2.39 3.58 1.39
132 Warning ጳቨጥᒐቧ ጳቨጥᒐቧ M NA NA M 2 6 - 5.20 1.45 4.79 2.34 3.44 1.23
133 Wasteful Ꮛቨᣃቨ Ꮛቨᣃቨ M NA NA M 2 6 0.68 5.20 1.51 4.58 2.20 3.76 1.53
134 Weakness Ꮹ ሖᎻᎠ Ꮹ ሖᎻᎠ M NA NA S 1 4 48.04 4.80 1.70 4.27 2.44 3.40 0.77
135 Week Ꭻᖔኣ።᠐ቦ Ꭻᖔኣ።᠐ቦ M NA NA M 2 6 107.96 3.93 1.70 4.71 2.20 4.60 1.27
136 West ቹፅᎴ ቹፅᎴ M NA NA M 1 3 60.26 6.40 0.89 3.80 2.39 3.40 0.89
137 Win ጴᓗᏕ ጴᓗᏕ M NA NA M 1 3 42.78 3.98 1.70 4.92 2.47 3.54 1.34
142 Opposer ᎄጳቲᎻᑻ ᎜᠒ጳቲ ሔᎻ መᑻ ሖቨ M A R M 3 7 24.11 5.06 1.28 4.16 2.49 3.39 1.46
143 Supporter ጤᗫᖓᑻ ጤ ቛᗫ ሔᖓ ሕᑻ M A R M 3 7 6.22 5.04 1.30 4.40 2.39 3.30 1.35
144 Route ᐂᗫᖁ᎟ ጃ ᅱᅱᅱᅱᗫᖁ ሖ᎟ M I IR S 2 5 311.74 3.24 1.30 4.96 1.39 4.38 0.96
145 Conference ፅᑿ኏ᓖᑻ ፅ ሔᑿ ሔ኏ᓖ ሕᑻ M NA NA M 3 8 241.33 6.09 1.30 4.92 2.22 3.30 1.42
146 War ቹፅዠ ቹ መፅ ሔዠ M NA NA M 1 4 239.77 4.84 1.31 4.12 2.17 3.52 1.35
147 Credit balance ጤᘭᎉጳ ጤᘭᎉ ሔጳ M NA NA S 2 5 19.14 5.45 1.45 4.17 2.09 2.98 1.51
148 Advertisement ᒇᕙᎳቦ ᒇᕙᎳቨ F NA NA M 2 6 0.55 5.45 1.36 4.25 2.15 3.84 1.21
150 Certificate ᒻ ሔጕቲᒳ ሔ፣ ᒻ ሔጕቲᒳ ሔ፣ F I IR S 3 6 37.97 4.27 1.35 4.48 1.93 3.70 1.25
151 Electricity ᔹቲ ᗖ ᠒ᖁ መᒳ ᠐ᐛ ቲᗖ ᠒ᖁ መᒳ ᠐ᐛ F NA NA M 3 7 21.12 4.13 1.45 4.27 2.15 4.24 1.00
152 Rotation ፅᗫᓆጤ኏ ፅᗫᓆጤ኏ M NA NA S 2 6 1.22 5.64 1.38 4.63 2.23 3.04 1.51
154 Energy ᓀᏸቲ᎟ ᓀᏸቲ᎟ F NA NA S 2 4 30.27 5.44 1.52 4.17 2.18 3.56 1.57
155 Evil ᡫᣃ ᡫᣃ M NA NA S 1 3 7.20 4.62 1.26 4.44 2.58 3.78 1.44
156 Frequency ጕጕፅ኏ መጕ ቚጕ ሔፅ ሔ኏ M NA NA S 3 7 33.37 5.91 1.54 4.60 2.37 3.28 1.34
157 Soul ዎᓆጳ ዎᓆጳ M NA NA S 1 3 47.44 4.56 1.44 3.83 2.42 3.58 1.47
158 Tilt ᓀᑢቲᑻቧ ᒇᕙ ሔᘭ ሔᑻ M I IR M 2 8 - 4.98 1.67 4.13 0.91 3.12 1.38
159  Weight ᒇጴᓆ ᒇ ᠒ጴ ሔᓆ M NA NA M 1 4 35.55 4.33 1.36 4.81 2.33 3.94 1.25
160 Acid ᎖ᑿ ሖዠ ᎖ᑿ ሖዠ M I IR M 1 4 0.21 5.73 1.57 4.25 2.43 2.80 1.56
161 Acoustics ቺቲᘭ ሖ኏ᓗ ሕᎉ ቺቲᘭ ሖ኏ᓗ ሕᎉ F NA NA S 3 7 0.42 5.76 1.37 3.92 2.40 2.66 1.39
162 Chemical ᓭᓆቲᑿᘭᐛ ᓭᓆቲᑿᘭᐛ M I IR M 3 6 4.11 6.29 1.28 4.21 2.46 2.96 1.47
163 Gene ᡧ ᢕᣌዟ ᡧ ᢕᣌዟ M I IR M 1 3 3.10 5.85 1.47 3.23 2.32 2.18 1.47
164 Hormones ᒇᓗᑻፅ ሖᒯ ᒇᓗᑻፅ ሖᒯ M NA NA M 2 6 0.75 6.38 1.46 3.71 2.63 2.96 1.54
165 Mineral ᒇ ሖጤᎻ ሔᑻ ᒇ ሖጤᎻ ሔᑻ M NA NA M 2 6 18.73 5.35 1.34 4.79 2.39 3.00 1.49
166 Philosophy ᓀᏟ ሖ፭ᑩ ሔᏕ ᓀᏟ ሖ፭ᑩ ሔᏕ F NA NA M 3 7 35.79 6.20 1.16 3.98 2.59 3.14 1.42
167 Physics ᔹቲᗫ ᡧ ᢕᣂᏕ ቲᗫ ᡧ ᢕᣂᏕ F NA NA M 2 5 6.89 6.18 1.26 4.52 1.22 3.16 1.62
168 Vitamin ᡧ ᢕᣌᑻቲኤᔏᏕ ᡧ ᢕᣌᑻቲኤᔏᏕ M NA NA M 3 7 1.27 5.53 1.24 4.67 2.28 3.86 1.27
169 God ᕚ ᒷᑢቧ M NA NA S 2 4 2.18 2.93 1.61 3.75 2.65 4.40 1.04
170 Hell ᒃᒙᒳዟ ᒃᒙᒳዟ M NA NA M 3 7 3.64 3.85 1.46 4.58 1.97 3.92 1.20
171 Islam ᑷᕙ።ቧ ᑷᕙ።ቧ M NA NA M 2 6 - 3.73 1.48 4.08 2.30 4.32 1.10
172 Magic ፅዲ። ፅዲ። M NA NA S 2 5 7.78 4.87 1.41 4.81 2.30 3.28 1.46
173 Heaven ᓀ ቙ᒙ ሔዟ ᓀ ቙ᒙ ሔዟ F NA NA M 2 4 9.78 3.69 1.42 4.27 2.49 4.18 1.18
174 Sin ᓀ ሔᘭ ሖᎏ መᎻ ሔᑻ ᓀ ሔᘭ ሖᎏ መᎻ ሔᑻ F NA NA M 3 7 0.55 5.00 1.54 4.08 2.56 3.48 1.29
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Item Englishc Form in StaTargetrammatical GeAnimacyReversivenesSyllable Lenghoneme Leng Form Freq
Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
1 Accuse ᒃᒳ ሗኤᓾ ᒃᒳ ሗኤᓾ M A I 3 7 12.9 5.10 1.24 4.88 2.24 3.47 1.35
2 Betray ᒇᓗዳᘌ ᒇᓗዳᘌ M A I 2 5 1.14 5.68 1.29 5.10 2.25 4.02 1.17
3 Congratulate ᐇጳቲᘘᓾ ᐇጳቲᘘᓾ M A I 3 7 1.56 4.74 1.35 5.43 2.09 3.83 1.23
4 Convince Ꮓᒙᏽᘌ Ꮓᒙᏽᘌ M A I 2 6 4.24 5.34 1.42 4.67 2.51 4.15 1.22
5 Defeat ᑷፆᒳᓾ ፅᒳᏽᘌ M A I 2 6 2.96 4.94 1.37 5.31 2.21 3.33 1.40
6 Do ᑰᎻᏟᘌ ᓭᓗ፭ᛒ M A I 3 6 35.06 3.85 1.56 5.25 2.27 4.09 1.22
7 Exonerate ᓨ ሗ ᢔᣂᓾ ᓨ ሗ ᢔᣂᓾ M A I 3 7 0.55 5.76 1.26 4.76 2.38 4.72 0.74
8 Forgive ጄᑻቲ፭ᛒ ጄᑻቲ፭ᛒ M A I 3 7 0.21 4.35 1.40 5.24 2.32 3.78 1.22
9 oldResponsibኸ።ቲዲᘌ ኸ።ቲዲᘌ M A I 3 7 2.89 5.17 1.31 5.20 2.27 4.20 1.09
10 Implement ጥᏟᒙᓾ ጥᏟᒙᓾ M A I 3 7 19.79 3.49 1.48 4.82 2.35 4.33 1.03
11 Initiate ጳጕቲᘘᓾ ጳጕቲᘘᓾ M A I 3 7 5.25 5.98 1.22 4.53 2.43 3.57 1.30
12 Invite ᓗᎳጤᘌ ᓗᎳጤᘌ M A I 2 5 62.45 4.62 1.34 5.28 2.19 3.98 1.32
13 Lie ቹጥᐯᘌ ቹጥᐯᘌ M A I 2 6 3.56 3.66 1.28 5.22 2.23 3.96 1.26
14 Market Ᏻ ሗᓗ፭ᛒ Ᏻ ሗᓗ፭ᛒ M A I 3 7 1.82 4.04 1.50 6.26 1.72 3.35 1.27
15 Monitor ኸᏸቨፅᓾ ኸᏸቨፅᓾ M A I 3 7 4.79 4.85 1.35 5.92 1.66 4.22 1.14
16 Nurture ᣘፅᓾ ᣘፅᓾ M A I 2 5 3.56 4.19 1.23 5.67 2.07 3.85 1.27
17 Occupy ᑰኤዲᘌ ᑰኤዲᘌ M A I 2 6 16.46 5.49 1.39 4.76 2.32 4.43 0.92
18 Order ኸᑩᎣᘌ ኸᑩᎣᘌ M A I 2 6 38.96 3.94 1.34 5.37 2.09 4.02 1.29
19 Plan ᎧᎣዳᘌ ᎧᎣዳᘌ M A I 3 7 7.26 5.49 1.37 5.41 2.09 3.85 1.31
20 Prevent Ꮓᒙᑿᘌ Ꮓᒙᑿᘌ M A I 2 6 34.33 4.70 1.39 5.47 2.14 4.32 1.23
21  Punish ኸᏸቲᎻᘌ ኸᏸቲᎻᘌ M A I 3 7 6.87 3.92 1.29 5.69 1.94 4.24 1.09
22 Resist ᑷᓆቲᏽᘌ ᑷᓆቲᏽᘌ M A I 3 7 3.98 5.22 1.28 5.33 2.21 3.80 1.11
23 RunAMachine ᑰ ሗᎼ፮ᛒ ᑰ ሗᎼ፮ᛒ M A I 3 7 21.43 3.35 1.60 5.83 1.96 4.34 1.18
25 Thank ፅᐯ፮ᛒ ፅᐯ፮ᛒ M A I 2 6 2.03 3.96 1.33 5.92 1.89 4.53 0.88
26 Wish ᡧᣎᑿኤᓾ ᡧᣎᑿኤᓾ M A I 3 7 4.14 4.40 1.38 5.02 2.23 4.02 1.22
27 Believe Ᏻጤᎏᘌ Ᏻጤᎏᘌ M A I 3 7 12.07 4.02 1.38 5.08 2.41 4.26 1.03
28 BelieveIn ᒢᑻᓖᓾ ᒢᑻᓖᓾ M A I 2 6 28.06 5.04 1.44 4.64 2.44 3.93 1.28
29 BeRight ኸᛳᎏᘌ ኸᛳᎏᘌ M A I 2 5 8.61 4.91 1.33 5.12 2.29 3.24 1.31
30 Care ᒃኤᒳᓾ ᒃኤᒳᓾ M A I 2 6 16.13 4.98 1.28 5.02 2.39 4.19 1.20
31 Cheerup ጃᒳኣᓾ ጃᒳኣᓾ M A I 2 6 0.21 5.53 1.36 4.71 2.35 3.57 1.27
32 Compete ፸Ꮥቲᒙᙬᓾ ፸Ꮥቲᒙᙬᓾ M A I 3 8 3.56 4.98 1.41 4.94 2.26 3.61 1.36
33 Compose Ꮹᑢᓖᓾ Ꮹᑢᓖᓾ M A I 3 7 2.96 5.36 1.45 5.00 2.23 4.28 1.06
34 Contemplate ᑰᑻተኤᓾ ᑰᑻተኤᓾ M A I 3 8 3.38 5.15 1.32 5.57 2.04 3.98 1.17
35 Control ᒃᜓዲኤᓾ ᒃᜓዲኤᓾ M A I 3 8 5.31 5.30 1.36 5.12 2.32 3.71 1.31
36 Control ፅᎣᘭ፭ᛒ ፅᎣᘭ፭ᛒ M A I 3 8 24.92 5.26 1.41 4.92 2.42 3.87 1.24
37 Create Ꭻጤᘘᓾ Ꭻጤᘘᓾ M A I 2 6 1.48 5.57 1.33 4.76 2.37 3.50 1.39
38 Decide ጳፅᏽᘌ ጳፅᏽᘌ M A I 3 7 18.88 5.09 1.32 5.08 2.34 4.15 1.06
39 Die ቺᓗᑿᘌ ቺᓗᑿᘌ M A I 2 5 11.70 4.28 1.64 5.73 2.00 3.80 1.23
40 Dream ᒃᑩዲᘌ ᒃᑩዲᘌ M A I 2 6 9.42 3.91 1.49 5.45 2.06 4.70 0.77
41 Forget ᣓ ᓾ ᣓ ᓾ M A I 2 5 6.71 3.81 1.36 5.06 2.33 4.15 1.15
42 Hate ᒿፅᐯᘌ ᒿፅᐯᘌ M A I 2 6 4.42 4.28 1.57 4.84 2.43 4.41 0.94
43 Imagine ᑰᘭዳኤᓾ ᑰᘭዳኤᓾ M A I 3 8 1.90 4.47 1.40 5.06 2.28 3.67 1.28
44 Innovate ፅᐯኤᙫᓾ ፅᐯኤᙫᓾ M A I 3 8 0.99 5.74 1.22 4.88 2.24 3.87 1.22
45 Learn ᒃᑩᎻኤᓾ ᒃᑩᎻኤᓾ M A I 3 7 7.10 3.85 1.30 5.80 1.97 3.79 1.39
46 Lose ሖᣄዳᘌ ሖᣄዳᘌ M A I 2 6 7.20 4.06 1.33 5.14 2.34 4.42 1.04
47 Love ኸዲᘌ ኸዲᘌ M A I 2 5 17.11 3.77 1.61 5.38 2.28 3.89 1.18
48 Need ውቲኤዲᘌ ውቲኤዲᘌ M A I 2 6 78.29 4.49 1.35 5.22 2.46 3.33 1.40
49 Pretend ፅᒯቲᎤኤᓾ ፅᒯቲᎤኤᓾ M A I 3 8 1.27 5.66 1.32 4.61 2.50 4.04 1.15
50 ShowOff ᒷ፭ᏟᒐᏩᘌቲ፣ᒷ፭ᏟᒐᏩᘌቲ፣ M A I 6.71 4.90 1.47 5.41 2.12 3.96 1.23
51 Sin ፅᏟᐯᘌ ፅᏟᐯᘌ M A I 2 6 1.20 5.49 1.26 4.54 2.53 3.58 1.42
52 Surrender ᒃᑩ፭ᙬ፭ᛒ ᒃᑩ፭ᙬ፭ᛒ M A I 3 9 2.99 3.65 1.21 5.27 2.07 3.72 1.28
53 TakePride ፅዳኤᏟᘌ ፅዳኤᏟᘌ M A I 3 8 0.99 5.43 1.30 4.84 2.52 4.04 1.18
54 Think ፅᐯᏟᘌ ፅᐯᏟᘌ M A I 3 7 22.97 3.98 1.35 5.86 1.67 3.80 1.41
55 Tolerate ᑰᑿዲኤᓾ ᑰᑿዲኤᓾ M A I 3 8 19.82 4.83 1.34 4.96 2.20 3.94 1.28
56 Want ጤᗫᖁᓾ ᢝ ᢔᣎᓾ M A I 2 4 111.03 3.19 1.44 4.86 2.40 4.49 1.03
57 Win ጴᓗᏟᘌ ጴᓗᏟᘌ M A I 2 5 12.33 3.72 1.30 5.66 1.97 3.98 1.20
58 Wonder ᑰᓹቲ፭ᙬᓾ ᑰᓹቲ፭ᙬᓾ M A I 3 8 0.05 4.85 1.47 5.35 2.30 3.45 1.37
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Item Englishc Form in StaTargetrammatical GeInitial PhonemSyllable Lenghoneme Leng Form Freq
Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD
1 New ጤᘌጤዟ ጤᘌጤᘌ M M 2 5 310.2 5.77 1.32 5.42 2.22 4.33 1.17
2 Old ᒃᘌጤᏸ ᒃᘌ ሖጤᘌ M M 2 5 20.13 4.51 1.27 5.02 2.34 4.41 1.48
3 Black ጕ ሔᓗ።᠐ቦ ጕ ሔᓗ።᠐ቦ M M 2 6 7.8 4.55 1.41 6.04 1.93 4.26 1.22
4 Blue Ᏻ ሔጳጴቦ Ᏻ ሔጳጴቦ M M 2 6 1.92 3.23 1.22 5.78 2.14 4.00 1.17
5 Brown ᢝ ᡧᣎ ሕ኎ ᢝ ᡧᣎ ሕ኎ M M 2 4 43.15 4.68 1.44 5.94 1.98 3.93 1.21
6 Green ᡧᣆዡቦ ፅ ᠐Ꭴዡቦ M M 2 6 2.86 5.60 1.37 5.66 2.21 4.00 1.22
7 Maroon  ᢝ ሖᢔᣍቲᒙ ሖᎳ  ᢝ ሖᢔᣍቲᒙ ሖᎳ M M 3 6 0.18 3.21 1.14 6.04 1.94 3.22 1.20
8 Orange ᢝᣠቲ ሔᏽ ሕ኏ፅ ሕ኎ ᢝᣠቲ ሔᏽ ሕ኏ፅ ሕ኎ M M 4 9 0.39 5.15 1.35 5.98 1.93 3.38 1.23
9 Pink ᓭ ሖጕጳ ሔᓆ ᓭ ሖጕጳ ሔᓆ M M 2 5 1.43 4.17 1.47 5.98 1.96 3.15 1.18
10 Red ፅ ሔᑿዠ᠐ቦ ፅ ሔᑿዠ᠐ቦ M M 2 6 4.97 4.63 1.39 5.84 2.04 3.89 1.23
11 Yellow ፅ ሔᏟ መᎉ᠐ቦ ፅ ሔᏟ መᎉ᠐ቦ M M 2 6 1.17 4.66 1.36 5.98 2.03 4.13 1.20
12 Dangerous ᢕᣂ ሖᎣ ሔዡ ᢕᣂ ሖᎣ ሔዡ M M 2 5 18.8 4.45 1.24 5.26 2.18 3.17 1.34
13 Difficult ኸ ሔᎻ ሔᎉ ኸ ሔᎻ ሔᎉ M S 2 4 24.06 4.47 1.43 5.18 2.46 4.47 1.16
14 Easy ᑰ ሔᒳ ሔ። ᑰ ሔᒳ ሔ። M S 2 5 14.82 3.87 1.36 5.12 2.35 3.29 1.08
15 Tough ፗቲᏸ  ᢝ ሖᣒቲ ሔᏸ M M 2 4 2.5 5.62 1.33 5.28 2.16 3.66 1.28
16 Big ᢕᣂኣᐛ ᢕᣂኣ፮ᘻ M M 1 4 332.96 5.33 1.44 5.50 2.16 3.58 1.51
17 Deep ᐂᔏ ሖᑿ ሔᎳ ᐂᔏ ሖᑿ ሔᎳ M M 2 5 16.59 3.04 1.25 5.42 2.15 3.30 1.32
18 Diagonal ᓭፅᎣᏸ ᑰ ሖᘌቲ ሔᑻ M M 2 5 2.5 2.91 1.23 5.76 2.01 4.27 1.36
19 Long ᑰᗫᖔ ሖ᎟ ᑰᗫᖔ ሖ᎟ M S 2 5 51.24 5.57 1.23 6.22 1.62 2.44 1.25
20 Oval ᓭᓆቲ᎐ᘭ ሔ኎ ᓭᓆቲᎤᘭ ሔ኎ M M 3 7 0.1 4.89 1.19 5.96 1.83 2.80 1.31
21 Parallel ᓭጴቨᓗᑻ ᓭጴቨᓗ መኤ ሖᑻ M M 3 8 0.26 5.62 1.24 5.36 2.24 3.59 1.45
22 Round ፅᓾ ሖጤ ሔኤ መ፭ ሕᑻ ፅᓾ ሖጤ ሔኤ መ፭ ሕᑻ M M 3 8 0.26 6.02 1.21 5.96 1.78 3.80 1.45
23 Short ᢕᣂᎏᏸ ቛᢕᣂ ሔᎏᏸ ሖቨ M M 2 5 16.65 3.83 1.27 5.92 1.86 3.70 1.25
24 Small ᢕᣂᎼᎉ ᢕᣂᎼ ሖᎉ M S 1 4 26.68 5.13 1.31 6.02 1.69 4.39 1.03
25 Straight ᒃᘭᏽ ሔኤ መ፭ ሕᑻ ᒃᘭᏽ ሔኤ መ፭ ሕᑻ M M 3 8 1.92 6.15 1.15 4.36 2.36 2.91 1.40
26 Streamlined ᢝ ᢔᣍቲᘭ ሖ፭ መᙏ ሖቨ ᢝ ᢔᣍቲᘭ ሖ፭ መᙏ ሖቨ M M 4 9 0.03 4.30 1.43 6.04 1.64 3.59 1.53
27 Thick Ꮹᘭ ሖእ ᠐ᐛ Ꮹᘭ ሖእ ᠐ᐛ M M 2 5 5.41 5.13 1.36 5.58 2.12 3.36 1.37
28 Thin ᏃᔏᏕጳ ᏃᔏᏕጳቨ M S 2 5 28.82 3.72 1.41 5.20 2.32 3.85 1.35
29 Wide ᎖ᗫᖁᎳ Ꭸᗫᖁ ሔᎳ M M 2 5 4.66 4.94 1.33 5.26 2.06 3.93 1.34
30 Afraid Ꮹᓹቲዡ Ꮹᘌቲ ሔዡ M M 2 5 1.35 4.70 1.45 5.60 2.04 4.39 1.03
31 Aggressive ᢝ ᡧᣍቨᓆጤᎳ ᢝ ሖᡧᣍቨ ሔᓆ መጤ ሖᎳ M M 3 7 2.11 3.15 1.12 5.14 2.18 3.50 1.29
32 Athletic ᢝ ᡧᣔቲᗫጳ ᢝ ሖ ᡧᣖቲ ሔᗫ ᠒ጳ M S 3 6 6.79 5.60 1.31 5.78 1.95 4.13 1.17
33 Brave Ꭻቲ ሔዱ ሕ፣ Ꭻቲ ሔዱ ሕ፣ M S 2 5 2.11 3.45 1.27 5.30 2.33 3.85 1.26
34 Careless ᑰ ሖᑿᒳ ሕᑻ ᑰ ሖᑿᒳ ሕᑻ M M 2 6 0.88 5.57 1.42 5.18 2.39 4.13 1.13
35 Coward-like ᒇቲᘘዟ Ꮛቨ ሗᓗ ሔዡ M M 2 5 1.4 4.66 1.34 5.30 2.22 3.65 1.08
36 Curious ᢝ ሖᣠᓗ ሕ᎐ ሕᏕ ᢝ ሖᣠᓗ ሕ᎐ ሕᏕ M M 3 6 0.52 4.66 1.34 4.72 2.40 3.83 1.30
37 Depressing ኸᘭ ሖᔊ ᠐ᐛ ኸᘭ ሖᔊ ᠐ᐛ M S 2 5 0.49 3.60 1.37 5.22 2.09 3.56 1.41
38 Funny ᑃዲ᎐ᑻ ᑃ ሗዲ ᠐Ꭴᘌ ሖቨ M M 3 7 0.83 3.26 1.33 5.80 1.89 3.54 1.03
39 Guilty ኸᒐጥᑻ ኸ ሖᒐ መጥ ሖᑻ M M 2 6 1.43 5.53 1.40 4.68 2.25 3.57 1.39
40 Happy ጤᘭᎻ። ፸ ሖᙏቲ ሔኤ መ፭ ሖᑻ M M 3 8 117.64 5.11 1.49 5.94 1.90 4.42 0.99
41 Honest ጄ ᅱᅱᅱᅱᗫ ᠒ ሔᣅ ጄ ᅱᅱᅱᅱᗫ ᠒ ሔᣅ M S 2 5 9.88 5.65 1.62 4.76 2.57 3.78 1.35
42 Honourable ᒷᗫ ᠒ᖂ ሔᒐ ᒷ ᗫ ᠒ᖂ ሔᒐ M S 2 5 3.56 3.70 1.43 3.66 2.45 3.17 1.36
43 Innocent ᔹᓭ᠒ፅ ሔ኎ ᔹᓭ᠒ፅ ሔ኎ M M 2 5 5.38 4.95 1.32 5.12 2.35 3.76 1.34
44 Intelligent ᢝ ሖᣝ ሔ጖ ᢝ ሖᣝ ሔ጖ M S 2 4 3.04 3.89 1.40 5.42 2.18 4.30 1.12
45 Just ᑛጕቲᎳ ᑛ ሖጕቲ ሔᎳ M M 2 5 72.36 3.83 1.34 4.66 2.55 4.00 1.26
46 Kind ᒃᗫ ᠒ᖁ ሖᐛ ᒃᗫ ᠒ᖁ ሖᐛ M M 2 5 22.03 3.57 1.40 5.16 2.44 3.98 1.24
47 Liar ቹቨ ሗጥ ᠐ᐛ ቹቨ ሗጥ ᠐ᐛ M M 2 5 2.39 5.66 1.27 4.80 2.55 4.15 1.28
48 Lonely ጤᘭ ሖዠ ሔᓆ ጤᘭ ሖዠ ሔᓆ M M 2 5 16.13 5.91 1.15 5.96 1.62 4.32 1.23
49 Loyal ᎕ ሖᑩ መዳ ሖᑻ ᎕ ሖᑩ መዳ ሖᑻ M M 2 6 - 4.11 1.35 4.72 2.43 3.28 1.35
50 Malicious ኺᘭ ሖኣ ሔዡ ኺᘭ ሖኣ ሔዡ M M 2 5 0.91 5.74 1.27 4.56 2.56 4.02 1.48
51 Peaceful ᒃᑢቲ፭ᑻ ᒃ ሖᑢቲ ሔ፭ መᑻ ሖቨ M M 3 7 0.99 5.91 1.32 4.54 2.52 4.04 1.37
52 Polite ቹጕᓖᑻ ቹ ሔጕተᑻ ሖቨ M M 3 7 0.08 5.60 1.42 5.74 1.93 3.83 1.33
53 Popular ቹᓗኣዲᑻ ቹᓗ ሕኣ መዲ ሔᑻ M M 2 6 1.66 5.38 1.35 5.20 2.23 3.46 1.36
54 Responsible ᑛᓆᓖ፭ᑻ ᑛᓆ ሕᓖ መ፭ ሔᑻ M M 2 6 103.93 5.23 1.47 4.66 2.45 3.91 1.23
55 Ridiculous Ꮹᘭዳ። Ꮔᑩ ሔᑻ M M 1 4 1.14 5.36 1.22 4.35 2.43 3.22 1.22
56 Sad ᒇፆዲᑻ ᒢᗫ ᠒ᖂ ሖዠ M M 2 5 0.99 5.15 1.33 6.06 1.75 4.04 1.25
57 Satisfied ᎄቨጳ Ꭻᖔ ሕᒙ ሔᏸ M M 2 5 0.32 3.51 1.53 4.44 2.60 4.33 1.27
58 Sensitive ፗቲ መ፭ ሔዠ ፗቲ መ፭ ሔዠ M M 2 5 2.18 3.83 1.35 4.70 2.54 3.96 1.14
59 Serious ᓭ ሗጤ ሖዟ ᓭ ሗጤ ሖዟ M M 2 4 15.37 5.51 1.18 4.68 2.42 3.93 1.19
60 Shy ᑛᓗዱዡ ᑛᓗዱ ሔዡ M M 2 5 0.83 4.98 1.42 5.90 1.81 4.28 1.39
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61 Social ᢝᣘቲᑿኤዟቨ ᢝᣘቲ ሔᑿ ሖኤ መዟቨ M M 4 8 21.12 4.21 1.39 5.12 2.13 3.91 1.20
62 Spontaneous ᓭᓗᏟᎳ ᓭᓗ ሔᏟ ሔᎳ M M 3 6 0.94 3.49 1.37 4.80 2.48 3.87 1.30
63 Stingy ᑰᘭዳᗷ ᑰᘭ ሖዳ ሔᗷ M M 2 5 0.29 4.64 1.48 5.22 2.34 3.84 1.29
64 Stubborn ጤᘭᒙᎳ ጤᘭ ሖᒙ ሔᎳ M M 2 5 1.77 4.91 1.32 5.00 2.42 4.07 1.14
65 Stupid ᢝ ᢔᣎᎴ ᢝ ᢔᣎ ሔᎴ M M 2 4 1.35 4.74 1.52 5.12 2.35 4.07 1.28
66 Thankful ጳᓗᐯ፣ ጳᓗ ᠑ᐯ ሔ፣ M S 2 5 0.36 4.77 1.36 4.24 2.62 3.64 1.40
67 Traitor ᒢᓹቲዡ ᒢ ሖᓾቲ ሔዡ M M 2 5 2 5.81 1.27 4.80 2.56 3.74 1.40
68 Trustworthy ᡧ ᢕᣌᑻ᠐ቦ ᡧ ᢕᣌᑻ᠐ቦ M M 2 5 77.77 3.48 1.21 4.36 2.70 3.87 1.33
69 Unemotional ጤᑩᘘኤᑻ ጤᘭ ሖᑩ ሔᗷ M M 2 5 0.03 4.13 1.53 4.36 2.42 4.33 1.37
70 Unjust ᒃ ሖᑢቲ ᠐Ꭰ ᒃ ሖᑢቲ ᠐Ꭰ M S 2 5 2.18 4.91 1.32 4.40 2.65 3.53 1.39
71 Violent Ꮹᘭሖᒙ ሔᎳ Ꮹᘭ ሖᒙ ሔᎳ M M 2 5 9.08 3.72 1.34 5.02 2.20 3.58 1.27
72 Wreckless ጳᓗᒳኤᑻ ጳ ቛᓗ ሔᒳ መኤ ሖᑻ M M 3 8 0.6 5.77 1.19 4.88 2.32 3.98 1.15
73 Active Ꭷᘭ ሖ፮ ሖᙏ Ꭷᘭ ሖ፮ ሖᙏ M S 2 5 2.05 5.28 1.61 5.24 2.12 4.20 1.17
74 AutumnLike ᢝ ᡧᣛᗫ ᠒ᖁ ሔዡ ᢝ ᡧᣛᗫ ᠒ᖁ ሔዡ M M 3 6 0.08 4.45 1.33 4.58 2.47 3.13 1.49
75 Bitter ፅ ሕᑻ ፅ ሕᑻ M M 1 3 29.83 5.13 1.50 4.88 2.26 3.70 1.27
76 Broken ጳᓗ ሕ፭ ᠔᜻ ሔᑻ ጳᓗ ሕ፭ ᠔᜻ ሔᑻ M M 2 6 0.75 4.45 1.46 6.18 1.67 4.02 1.23
77 Clean ፅᒯቲ᎟ ፅᒯቲ᎟ M S 2 5 14.28 3.98 1.38 4.90 2.30 3.60 1.49
78 Cold ጕጳቲᗷ ጕ ᠒ጳቲ ሔᗷ M M 2 5 4.27 3.89 1.39 5.96 1.90 4.51 0.93
79 Comfortable ጄ ᅱᅱᅱᅱᗫᖁᑻ ጄ ᅱᅱᅱᅱᗫ ᠒ᖁ ሕᑻ M M 2 5 2.44 4.32 1.38 5.16 2.34 4.24 1.04
80 Complex ጤᏽᎻᑻ ጤ ቙ᏽ ሔᎻ መᑻ ሖቨ M M 3 7 3.88 3.57 1.32 4.71 2.31 3.89 1.14
81 ConeShaped ᢝᣖᓆፅዳᑻ ᢝ ሖᣖᓆ ሕፅ መዳ ሔᑻ M M 3 7 0.05 2.89 1.21 5.37 2.05 2.64 1.29
82 Contaminated ቻᓗᑩᑻ ቻ ቙ᓗ ᠐ᑩ መᑻ ሖቨ M M 3 7 0.7 4.26 1.27 5.18 2.25 3.44 1.30
83 DayLike ᓭጳቲᒳᒐ ᓭ᠒ጳቲ ሔᒳ ሔᒐ M S 3 6 0.36 3.68 1.20 4.90 2.45 3.70 1.48
84 Deformed ᒿᓗ፮ᑻ ᒿ ቙ᓗ ሔ፮ መᑻ ሖቨ M M 3 7 0.78 4.15 1.32 5.26 2.18 3.61 1.46
85 Empty ᎬጳቲᏕ ᢝ ሖ ᡧᣖቲ ሔᏕ M M 2 4 2.68 5.64 1.25 5.58 2.03 3.62 0.97
86 Fat ᡧ ᢕᣌᑿ። ቹ ሕጕ M S 1 3 0.18 4.55 1.41 6.14 1.67 3.09 1.20
87 Fluid ፸᠔ᑩ ሔ። ፸᠔ᑩ ሔ። M S 2 5 0.55 4.32 1.38 4.74 2.34 4.15 1.48
88 Full ᡽ᣢኤᑿᑻ ᒇቲᘭ ᠔ᑩ ሔᑻ M M 2 6 0.6 5.15 1.23 5.48 2.04 4.37 1.16
89 Garnished Ꮛፅዡፆᑻ Ꮛ ሔፅ መዡ ሔፆ መᑻ ሖቨ M M 3 8 0.16 4.66 1.48 5.54 2.09 3.78 1.35
90 Glass ᢝ ᢔᣐቲዟጴ ᢝ ᢔᣐቲ ሔዟ ሕጴ M S 3 6 1.01 3.11 1.29 6.12 1.66 4.38 1.33
91 Harmful ᡧᣆᑻ ፅ ሖᎤ ሕᑻ M M 2 5 1.61 3.51 1.35 4.96 2.31 3.38 1.30
92 Healthy ᢝᣑᎉ ሗ ᢝ መᣑ ሖᎉ M S 2 4 9.52 2.89 1.14 5.48 2.04 4.46 0.99
93 Heavy ᑰᘭᏽነ ᑰᘭ ሖᏽ ሖነ M S 2 5 4.14 4.85 1.43 5.54 2.06 4.27 1.09
94 Hot ᒢዡቲ። ጳቲ ሔዠ M M 1 3 3.41 5.62 1.35 6.14 1.48 4.44 0.97
95 Intersecting Ꮓ ሖ᎟ቲᏽ መኤ ሖᑻ Ꮓ ሖ᎟ቲᏽ መኤ ሖᑻ M M 3 8 0.16 3.32 1.09 4.90 2.31 3.61 1.40
96 Isolated ᢝᣠቨ ሔፆ ሖᎻ መᒐ ሖቧ ᢝᣠቨ ሔፆ ሖᎻ መᒐ ሖቧ M M 4 9 0.42 4.36 1.43 4.74 2.34 3.78 1.52
97 LightWeightedᏩᘭᏟ ሔዡ ᏩᘭᏟ ሔዡ M M 2 5 4.86 5.62 1.10 5.64 2.03 3.80 1.08
98 Metallic ᢝ ᡧᣍ ሖጤ መᎻ ሔᑻ ᢝ ᡧᣍ ሖጤ መᎻ ሔᑻ M M 3 7 1.43 4.94 1.39 5.54 2.28 3.33 1.42
99 NightLike ᢝ ሖᣢᘭ ᠐ᑢ ᢝ ሖᣢᘭ ᠐ᑢ M S 2 5 8.69 3.79 1.28 5.12 2.26 4.28 1.44
100 Plastic ᢝᣞᘭᙬ።ᕙᗷ ᢝᣞᘭᙬ።ᕙ መᗷ ሖቨ M M 3 8 0.18 3.96 1.41 5.52 2.13 3.80 1.23
101 Poisonous ᑷቲ ሔ። ᑷቲ ሔ። M S 1 3 5.07 1.41 4.73 2.40 3.78 1.57
102 Radiant Ꮓ፮ᑻ ጳ ᠒ᓗ መᒙ ሖᑻ M M 2 6 0.26 4.81 1.36 5.34 2.20 4.09 1.19
103 Rough ᒢ፮ዡ ᒢ ሖ፮ ሔዡ M M 2 5 0.29 5.47 1.29 5.70 1.99 3.93 1.29
104 Sharp ጕቲ ሔዠ ጕቲ ሔዠ M M 1 3 14.1 5.66 1.22 5.80 1.92 4.22 1.39
105 Skinny ᏩᘭᎻᎊ Ꮹᘭ ሖᎻᎊቨ M S 2 4 0.29 5.45 1.27 6.00 1.78 4.24 1.14
106 Smooth ፸ᑩᑻቦ ፸ ᠐ᑩ መᑻ ᠐ቦ M M 2 6 0.34 4.70 1.26 5.52 1.97 3.43 1.36
107 Soft ᒃᎳቲᒐ ᡧ ቛᢕᣌ ᠐ᑢ M S 2 5 1.14 4.13 1.36 5.78 1.90 3.82 1.26
108 SpringLike ᢝ ሖᣙᘭሖᗖ ሔጳ ᢝ ሖᣙᘭሖᗖ ሔጳ M S 3 6 0.55 5.35 1.21 5.12 2.33 3.20 1.38
109 Stone ᓭፅ ሔዱ ሔዠ ᓭፅ ሔዱ ሔዠ M M 3 6 0.88 2.91 1.18 5.08 2.23 3.00 1.61
110 Striped ᎧᎣዳᑻ Ꭷ ሗᎣ ሔዳ መᑻ ሖቨ M M 3 7 13.26 4.28 1.34 5.72 2.15 3.91 1.22
111 Strong ᓭ ᠒ᓗ ሕᏸ ᓭ ᠒ᓗ ሕᏸ M M 2 4 58.73 4.26 1.35 5.72 2.14 4.20 1.17
112 SummerLike ᢝ ᡧᣛᘭ ሖᎉ ᢝ ᡧᣛᘭ ሖᎉ M S 2 4 1.09 4.60 1.45 5.57 2.12 3.78 1.32
113 Unclean ፸ዱᒐ ፸ዱᒐ M S 2 5 0.03 3.95 1.50 4.65 2.33 3.32 1.54
114 WinterLike ᓭ ሗᓗ መኤ ሔ፣ ᓭ ሗᓗ መኤ ሔ፣ M S 2 5 0.47 4.80 1.38 5.72 1.94 3.76 1.23
115 Wooden ᢝ ሖᢔᣎ ሔ፮ ሔዡ ᢝ ሖᢔᣎ ሔ፮ ሔዡ M S 3 6 1.25 5.30 1.29 6.00 1.78 3.69 1.30
116 Zigzag ውᖁᎻኤᑻ ው ሗᖁ ሔᎻ መኤ ሖᑻ M M 3 8 0.26 4.40 1.52 5.68 2.01 3.56 1.32
117 High ᏃᏟ኏ፅᑻ Ꮓ ሖᏟ ሖ኏ መፅ ሖᑻ M M 3 8 6.92 3.13 1.33 5.61 2.11 3.96 1.29
118 Low ᎖Ꮯዳᒙᑻ ᒢ ሖᑻቲ ሔ᎟ M S 2 5 5.36 4.83 1.34 3.59 2.38 3.47 1.54
119 Mastered ᒢᏽኤᑻ ᒢ ሔᏽ መኤ ሕᑻ M M 2 6 0.68 5.00 1.36 4.50 2.39 3.76 1.48
120 Practical ᢝᣢᑿᎳ ᢝ ሖᣢ ሔᑿ ሔᎳ M M 3 6 18.26 4.39 1.25 4.74 2.56 3.96 1.30
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121 Pure ᢝ ᡨᣛᒐ ᢝ ሖᡨᣛ ሔᒐ M S 2 4 1.09 4.50 1.38 5.06 2.46 4.16 1.53
122 Beautiful ᑰᘭᑿዟ ᑰᘭ ሖᑿ ሔዟ M M 2 5 44.14 3.00 1.11 6.10 1.58 4.28 1.25
123 Cheap ᎕ᘭዡጳ ᎕ᘭ ሖዡጳ ሖቨ M S 2 5 2.34 6.19 1.27 5.32 2.24 4.40 1.03
124 Expensive ᢝᣠቲᎴ ᢝᣠቲᎴ M M 2 4 47.93 3.74 1.38 5.94 1.86 4.31 1.19
125 Goodhearted ኸᘭ᎟ ኸ ቛᘭ ሔ᎟ M S 2 5 15.27 4.02 1.15 5.06 2.24 3.29 1.05
126 Halal ᑛᕙ ሔዠ ᑛᕙ ሔዠ M M 2 5 3.33 4.80 1.47 4.57 2.43 4.02 1.51
127 Holy ፗ ሗጤᏽᑻ ፗ ሗጤᏽᑻ M M 3 7 3.82 5.45 1.45 4.06 2.60 3.04 1.38
128 Normal ᢝᣙᘭ ሖኣ ሔ᎟ ᢝᣙᘭ ሖኣ ሔ᎟ M S 3 6 30.20 3.87 1.10 4.70 2.48 3.67 1.16
129 Official ᢝ ሖᣥ መ። ሔጳ ᢝ ሖᣥ መ። ሔጳ M S 2 5 3.82 5.15 1.25 5.06 2.33 3.54 1.35
130 Sweet ᓗᑩ ሖዠ ᓗᑩ ሖዠ M M 2 4 9.62 5.87 1.26 5.90 1.76 4.74 0.80
131 Taboo ᑷቨፅ ሔዠ ᑷቨፅ ሔዠ M M 2 5 4.6 4 1.66 4.48 2.46 4.26 1.09
132 Useful ጤᘭᏟ ሕᑻ ጤᘭᏟ ሕᑻ M M 2 5 24.89 3.80 1.49 4.76 2.59 4.30 0.98
133 Fast Ꮓ ᅱᅱᅱᅱᗫ ᠒ ሔᣃ Ꮓ ᅱᅱᅱᅱᗫ ᠒ ሔᣃ M S 2 5 22.71 4.34 1.27 6.30 1.53 3.98 1.33
134 Slow ᔹ ᢝ ሖᣗ ሔᗷ ᔹ ᢝ ሖᣗ ሔᗷ M M 2 5 2.55 4.74 1.39 5.44 2.20 4.07 1.16
